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Cele

page fifteen

page nine
Hillary Spain, sophomore from Hopkinsville. was crowned in the 2002
Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant on April6 in Lovett Auditorium.
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The Thoroughbreds lost
a three-game series to
Lipscomb last .weekend
and hosts Eastern Kentuclcy tomorrow and
Sunday.
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Rabe wins SGA presidential election;
vote decides other executive positions
BY MARCI OWEN

NEWS EDITOR

As Daniel Ballard, Student Government
Association Election Ways and Means chair,
stepped onto the swge of the Curris Center
ballroom Wednesday night, the crowd arut·
iously awaiting election re:.ult., fell silent.
With 565 votes, Jace Rabe. junior from
Murray, was elected the 2002-03 SGA president.
Rabe said a feeling of re1ief ru~hed over him
upon hearing the announcement .
· "It was a great. great competition." Rabe
said. "lt was a great election. The four candidates I thought did a great job. ll wa-; down to
the wire. II was going to be a surprise to anybody."
Brandon Powell. junior from Hopkimwille.
was named SGA vice president with 773
votes.
Powell said afLer hearing the results, he wac;
fillcif witn mixed emotions, though all positive.
"It wa<; both a stgh of relief and u sigh of
happiness," Powell said. "I' m re.ally looking
forward tn wori.:ing with the CAB (Campus
ActiviLic~ Board) next year and getting ~orne
stuff done:: ...
With 665 votes. Jessica Reed. :.ophomore
rrom Gilbcrtwille. wa!> elected SGA treasurer.
Reed said 'he fdt nothing but pure excitement when she heard the tally.
''All my sorority sisters were sum1unding
me. my friends," Reed said.''() was) tickled to
death."
With the announcement running about 45
minutes pa\t scheclult~. candidates said the tenSIOn wa" almost unbearable.

"(I was) nervous. anxious, you name it."
Rabe said. "I just wanted them done. They
were 50 minutes late."
"I got nervous as it came down closer to the
time," Powell said. ''Apprehensive, I think, is
a better word. Just ready to see what happened."
"Yes. my heart was about to beat out of my
chest," Reed said.
Rabe said he felt his campaign. along with
the ~upport he was given, was what made his
candidacy successful.
"I really think voicing my concerns with
them (students), going to the smaller groups
and seeing what they wanted, since they are
often left out (helped)," Rabe said. "I really got
on the ball with my campaign as a whole. I
think those discount cards helped, somewhat."
Powell said he attributed his success to leadership experience and gening out among the
students.
" f went to llll the RCCs (Residential College
Councils). I went to the BSU (Baptist StU<lent
Union). to the international student organizations.'' Powell said. "I tried to go to all of the
fraLemities. I missed a couple. but I went to all
of the sororities just trying to get a'i many different opinions and different views as possible.
It helped me to realize what the students are
wanting."
Reed said she felt her hard work wa~ what
helped her be elected to the office of treasurer.
''I campaigned as hard as I could." Reed
said. "I did all that I knew to do to try to campaign."
Rabe was unsure of his celebration plans for
the night.
"Wherever people want to take me. I' m
game to go," Rabe said. "We're having a big

party tonight at the house. so we'll see what
happens."
Powell said his celebration would have to be
put on hold.
"I've got another meeting to go to in 15
minutes," Powell said. "After that, who
kno~'s"r'-'

Reed said she was celebrating the victory by
having dinner with friends before having to
auend to class responsibilities.
Said Reed: "I have to study for a biology
test."
Photos by Karri Wurth/The News

(Above) Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
brothen surround SGA presidentelect Jace Rabe, junior from Murray,
after hearing election results.
(Right) Rabe receives a congratulatory hug from Dawn Johnson, senior
from McLeansboro, Ill.

Voter turnout decreases from previous SGA election
BY SEVERO AVILA

SGA Election Rasutts:
President:
Jace Rabe
Brett Keohan
Josef Mallard
Morgan Hardy

Vice President:
Brandon Powell
Ryan Morreau

Treasurer:
565
412
1
47

n

m
317

Secretary:
Jon Wright

STAFF WRITER

980

Jessica Reed
Jennifer Payne

665
430

Senator at Large:
Emily Wells
John Coomes
Dawn Johnson
Jenny Moss
Bryan Meurer

644
635
625
625
588

Laura Hurt

sn

Nick Rex.ing
Landy Syler

569
564

The numbers are in. and
while a fiercely contested
Student Government Asso·
ciation presidential race
promised
high
voter
turnout, voter numbers
decreased by 267 from last
year's election.
Tuesday
and
Last
Wednesday. 1,215 voters
turned out to elect their new
SGA.
SGA had only
received 1,025 ballot forrns
for the election, and when
those ran out, it had to use
ballots from a previous
election - ballots that diu
not include voter questions

like classification and gen·
der. Of the 1.023 ballots
that did contain those questions, sophomores held the
majority with 276 voters.
Freshmen students had a
strong voice as well. contributing
259
voters.
Seniors had 227 voters,
while 225 juniors cast their
votes.Twenty-six graduate
students completed the total
number of tallied voters.
Student Activities Coordinator Jeanie Morgan predicted Wednesday that voter
numbers would be lower
than last year.
"(don't think we'll see a
higher voter turnout than
last year because we don't

Hopkinsville opening date set
some of the building's walls was
improperly installed.
"I went there to meet with the
Vice President of Facilities owners of the construction firm to
Management Dewey Yean~ met just get them to give me assurance
with representatives of CB&S that the project was going to be
Construction Co. last week to dis- completed," Yeatts said.
cuss delays in the construction of
Yeatt~ said the president of the
the extended campus site in Hop- company personally promised to
kinsville.
monitor the progress or the extendThe campu'>, which wa~ sched- ed campus on a weekly basis.
uled to open before classes began
"He has a~sured me that he
last fall. j, now scheduled for a would have his project manager
substantial completion date of
ubmit the detail!<., status reports
June 17. which means the campu.; and detail-; of the cono;truction on a
could be open to the public a' weekly basis to identify areas
month later.
could be ahead of schedule. areas
The constru~tion of the cunpus on schedule. and :lny areas that
suffered a delay last year when it could he slipping behind schedule
was discovt'red reinforcing ~tee! in in an effort for him to devote suffiBY LOREE STARK
EDITO R IN CHiff

cient resource!. to make sure this
project is completed on June 17.''
Yeatts said. "When we have u project that is substantially complete,
the linal completion is typically 30
days after that."
Yeatts said safety was a priority
in requesting the company to reinforce the steel beams.
"The easiest thing that we could
have done in Facilities Management is to look the other way when
we determined there was :t problem: but we knew the minute that
we made the decision to do the
right thing that we were in for a
long. very unplea,ant encounter to
get this building repaired, retrofit-

see HOPKINSVILLE I 16

have the academic colleges
running this year. We only
have one. and that's for the
senator at large position,"
Morgan said. "So we don't
expect anything close to last
year's turnout just because
the only contested posts are
for the executive, and that
really makes a difference."
Morgan said this year's
candidates campaigned for
votes no more than last
year's, but voter diversity
was low.
''They did about the same
amount of campaigning a~
last year," Morgan said.
"This year we had four candidates running for presi·
dent - Greek and indepen-

dent. Then we had both candidate~ for vice-president
from the same fraternity .
And with the secretarial
post unopposed and only
two candidates for treasurer, there was some voter
diversity, but not a substantial amount."
Last year. more women
than men voted. and this
year was no different. There
were I 05 more women vot·
ers than men. As expected, a
large number of Greekaffiliated students voted.
Greek to non-Greek voters
were 487 to 470 respectively.
On the 1,023 ballots with
questions, students were

asked about several current
campus issues. Seven-hundred and twenty- nine voters
said they noticed an
increase in weekend programming events, while 623
voters said they attended
those events. An impressive
802 voters ~aid they
watched the on-campus
television station, and in a
statistic that speaks highly
for the current Student Government As~ocintion. 722
voters said they were satisfied with what the SGA has
accomplished this year.
Daniel Ballard, SGA
Election Ways and Means
chair, could not be reached
for comment.

University faces effects -of state revenue fall;
legislators decrease higher education spending
BY TIM SINIARD
STAfF WRrJER

A deaease in .state revenue resulting
from the m:ent recession is having a negative impact on higher education funding
in KentUCky.
Murray State offiCials learned from the
Council on Posto;econdary Education, the
boanl over.;eeing higher education, that
the budget for the 2003-2004 biennium
would be cut by 3 percent. The budget li.l!'
the 2<Xl2-2003 biennium wa' unchanged
from the previous )ear. and the budget for
the 200 I-2<X12 biennium experienced a 2
percent de\.-rease from the 2<XXl-2001
biennium.
"The combination of the efft:cl~ of9-ll
and the recession have cauo;ed ~tate rev-

enucs to fall, and when that happens it
atTecl~ everyone in the state," ~id Tom
Denton. vice president for Fin.in<.-e and
Adminbtrative Service.;..
Denton :;aid there will be 3 percent
increa.'<! in :.!.fKl4-2005, but combined with
cuts in previous budget~;, the University
will only have n I percent over.Ul gain.
'The budget is an ongoing process,
with most of the wortc done between the
month.'> of November and June,'' said
Denton, who has been involved in public
education budgeting for 2.3 years. He said
after approval by the Board of Regents.
the budget will be submitted to the state
and is expected to be approved by April of
next year.
Denton !>aid ~tate legislators have lried
to avoid making cuts in education funding

but were forced by decreased tax revenues
to require budget cuL~ a1 unh•ersities and
community colleges.
''They didn' t want to make the cuts. but
Olher state agencies have already had budget detreascs. and we had to participate,"
Denton said. "The la.,t time we had budget decrea'ieS was in the earl) 1990s. and
thai wa' also due to an e\.<t>nornic downtum."
University President F. King Alexander said he was "cnutious" ubout future
University budgets.
"We haven't recovered from the recession that .,.,e•re in. nor are there any solid
indicators we are coming out of something,'' Alexander said. '"We believe that
it will be better than where we currently

are.··
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Future fanners to sponsor Sorority to host SK race,
annual field day, breakfast collect money for memorial
The Future Farmers of America's 50th annunl Field Day and a
recognition breakfast sponsored
by the School of Agriculture will
begin at 8 a.m. today at the Calloway County Farm Bureau office.
A special invitation is extended
to anyone involved in the first
FFA Field Day as an instructor or
student. In addition, all former
Murray State retired agriculture
faculty and retired secondary agriculture teachers who ha,·e attended previous FFA Field Days are
invited.
More than 1,000 students from
30 different schools are expt.'Cted
to compete.
For more information, phone
Christy Watkins at 762-3329.

Educational Talent Search
to offer free ACT workshop
Educational Talent Search will
offer a free adult ACf workshop
from 6 to 9 p.m. Monday. Tuesday and Thursday. Participants
should be enrolled in ETS prior
to the first session and plan to
attend all three SCS$ions.
The workshop i::. designed for
adu It students who plan to enroll
in the summer or fall terms and
need to take the ACT assessment. Partici pants will abo
receive help completing admissions and financial aid applications.
For more information, phone
Vince Medlock at 762-:'\168.

Sigma Sigma Sigma is hosting
Run for Robbie, a philanthropic
event consisting of a SK run.
Donations will be accepted,
and all proceeds will go to the
Robbie Page Memorial to fund
two children's hospital wings in
Dallas and Chapel Hill, N.C.
For more information, phone
Christina Simms at 762-3726.

Senior breakfast to honor
sbKients, t&ed employees
The 64th annual Senior Breakhonoring
gradu,1ting
fast
seniors, graduate students and
retired faculty and staff will take
place at 8 a.m. April 30 in the
Curris Center ballroom.
Classes will be dismissed from
7:30 to 9:30 a.m. so anyone who
wants to attend may do so.
Tickets are $4.50 and may be
purchased from department secretaries or the Student Affairs
office.

Author, professor to speak
at 2002 Waterfield lecture
The department of political science and legal studies is sponsoring the 2002 Waterfield Lecture,
"The Politicization of Juvenile
Justice Policy," at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Curris Center
ballroom.
The program will include guest
speaker Alida V. Merlo, who b a
professor of criminology at Indi ana University of Pennsylvania.

tl1e

murray
e;;state ~
newl

Merlo is the former president of
the Academy of Criminal Justice
Sciences and has numerous published works.
For additional information,
contact Mittie D. Southerland by
phone at 762-6290 or e--mail at
mit ti e .so u the rla nd@m urraystate.edu.

Need Une golf tournament
seeking sponsors, players
Need Line is holding its annual golf tournament at 1 p.m.
April 19 at the Murray Country
Club. The fee to sponsor or play
is $50, and mulligans vdll be for
sale for $5. Donations are
accepted. Anyone Interested
may participate.
For more information, phone
David Montgomery at 753-6460
or Tonia Casey at 753-6333.

Ford honors graduate with

engineering scholarship
The American Society of Safety
Engineers
Foundation
announced the 13 recipients of
occupational safety, health and
environment s tudent scholarships.
Murray State graduate Jaime
Oxford will receive a $3,375
scholarship from the ASSEF
Ford Mo tor Company Scholarship Program, which is for
women studying occupational
safety and health.

Ct1mp11 s Briefly is compiled by
Taylor Marie Ewing, a~:::istanl
lll'WS editor.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762·4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762·4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murroystote.edu

• PoliceBeat
Friday, April 5
12:37
a.m .
Non-student
Bradley Gallimore was arrested a t Five Points for DUI.
3:36 a.m. Non-student Darlene Woodard was arrested on
Lowe's Drive for DUI.
9:31 a.m. A female subject collapsed at Alexander Hall . EMS
was notified.
9:46 01.m. A pe rson came to
Public Safety in a s ta te of confusion .
12:35 p .m . A caller reported
several children were hanging
off the side of the footbridge.

Saturday, April&
1:35 p.m. A calle r reported he
was having trouble w ith two
juveniles at the RSEC. The
officer ad vised the subjects to
watch o u t fo r eld ~rly walkers.
2:31 p .m. A he licopter transported a male s ubject, who
got his arm caught in a n
auger, from the Stewart Stadium parking lot to Vanderbilt.
6:28 p.m. A subject reported
his wa ll et had been stolen
from Clark College.
9:03 p .m. A residence director
at Har t College reported the
possible use of marijuana.
The sme ll d iss ipated upon
officer arrival.

Sunday, April 7
12:12 a.m . A resident adviser

reported a possible s uicide
attemp t a t H es te r Coll ege.
Th e subject was transpo rted
to the hospital.
12:38 a.m. Mul tiple ca lle rs
reported three m a le subjects
were throwing rocks at cars
in the Regen ts parking lot. A
report was taken a nd the incident is under investigation.
1:55 p.m . A male and fem a le
were involved in a verba l d ispute at College Courts.
6:09 p .m . A caller reported
items missing from Heste r
College rooms. Two reports
were taken.
10:06 p.m . A subject reported
her purse was stolen from her
car in front of Hart College. A
re po rt was taken a nd the incident is under in vestigatio n .
10:19 p.m. A calle r re po rted a
Dodge pickup parked in fron t
of White College had been
r unning for fou r or five
hours.

Monday, April 8
1:48 a.m . A studen t reported
a subject called her a nd asked
unusual questions about h er
and her roommate. An incident report was taken.
3:35 a.m. A caller reported
vandalism on the door of a
Hart College room.
12:26 p .m. A nit-and-run was
reported in the parking lo t on
Broach Road.

Tuesday, April 9
2:14a.m . A ca lle r advised two
m a les had been drinking and
were trying to provoke a fig h t
in the Regents parking lot.
1:50 p.m. A subject was physically threa ten ed in Mason
Hall.
2:16 p.m. A su bject had a
seizure in Alexander Hall .
She was transp orte d to the
hospita l by the EMS.
10:54 p .m. A caller re po r ted a
bicycle s to len fro m College
Courts. A report was taken
a nd the incident is under
in vestigation .

Wednesday, AprlllO
9:48 a.m . The re was a rep o rt
o f indecent exp osure a t
Regen ts College. The subject
was gone upo n officer a r rival.
11:21 a.m. A n inju r y was
reported in the pool a rea of
the Carr Health Building.
10:31 p .m . A caller in White
College reported his Playstatio n and games were missing.
A report was taken and the
inciden t was under investigation.
Motorist Assists-3
Police Escorts-4

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor
Marie Ewing, assistant news editor. All dispatched calls are not
listed.
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Health officials form checklist
to prevent·food tampering

Wyoming fanners, ranchers Scientists in Utah wait
anticipate rainstorms
for Africanized bees

Gulf governments help
Palestinians in need

LOUISVILLE CAP) - Kentucky health officials have developed a checklist of recommended procedures for restaurants and other foodservice providers to help prevent food tampering - whether caused by a random act of sabotage or terrorism.
The 19-point list will be mailed out in t.he
next few weeks to the state's 23.000 restaurants, groceries and other retail-food el>tablish·
meots and Kentucky's 1.100 food proce:>sors.
"We don't expect a food terrorism event in
Kentucky, but we don't know there's not going
to be one," said Guy Delious of the Kentucky
Cabinet for Health Services. "We don't want to
instill fear. we just want to inform and educate."

CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) - A
new El Nino may be a blessing for
Wyoming this summer. according
to Kevin Daugherty, a National
Weather Service meteorologist.
Daugherty said a new oceanwarming phenomenon known as
El Nino is setting up in the Pacific.
"What that usually means is a
stronger than normal monsoon
season for us.'' he said. "lt begins
in the Southwest in June and July
and works it way up to Wyoming
and Colorado. If that happens, we
should get thunderstorms that have
quite a bit of rainfall with them."
More rain would be good news
for farmers and ranchers in the
state who have been suffering
through nearly three years of
drought in some areas.
In uddition, Daugherty sa1d the
rain would greatly reduce the
slate's wildfire ri.sk.

Many KSU education graduates
fail exam required by teachers
FRANKFORT (AP) - Nearly two-thirds of
the education graduates at Kentucky State University failed an exam t.he state requires of
aspiring reachers, according to ligures released
Tuesday.
The school's 36 percent pass r.1te was by far
t.he lowest of 25 public and private teacher education programs in Kentucky. The second-lowest was 70 percent at Alice Lloyd College. a private school in Knott County.
Two ot.her private institutions - Centre College in Danville and Mid-Continent College in
Mayfield - were not rated because each had
only five test !akers. Ten is the minimum for
rating.
•

Court orders destruction of dogs
involved in mauling of child
LOUISVILLE (AP) - Eight dogs that killed
a 3-year-old boy in 1999 - their lives prolonged
by persistent appeals filed by their owner- were
destroyed with carbon monoxide on Monday.
A ninth dog. which a judge had decided was
not involved in the attack. was euthanized
because its owner. Jeff Germain. had not
claimed it, said Eric Blow. Jefferson County's
animal control director.
Now Jefferson County Animal Control and
Protection wants to recover nearly $36.000
from Germain that it spent caring for the dogs
for 2 l/2 years.

Jury finds Nashville duo
not guilty in infant death
NASHVILLE (AP) - A jury
acquitted a Nashville couple of
shaking their infant child to death.
Angela Dawn Calven and her
husband. William Craig, were
found not guilty of first-degree
murder, aggravated child abuse
and aggravated child neglect in
the 1999 death of William Harold
Craig Ul.
•
The jury reached the verdict in
five hours on Monday following a
weeklong trial that included testimony from Metro's Medical
Examiner, Bruce Levy. who told
the court the baby showed signs it
had been shaken to death.
Assistant Public Defender
David Baker said Calvert had
always maintained her innocence.
Ed Ryan, Craig's auorney, said
the jury made the right decision
and added that his client was
"ecstatic he and his wife was
exonerated."

ST. GEORGE, Utah (AP) - Socalled killer bees are getting closer
to Utah's southern border.
However. Africanized honeybees have yet to be found in Utah.
"It's a matter of when, not if,"
said Larry Lewis. spokesman for
the Utah State Department of
Agriculture and Food.
Rod Campbell. the department's
quality compliance specialist. and
State Entomologist Ed Bianco were
in Cedar Pockets on Tuesday to
replace an Africanized bee trap.
There were no bees inside.
About I 00 traps are placed
nround the state, mostly in the
southern counties.
Africanized bees have been found
in Mesquite. Nev.
The bees - sometimes called
killer bees- are unusally aggressive.
Lewis said the venom from
Africanized bees 1s the same as
other bees but the difference is they
attack in large groups, increa-;ing
the risk of deat.h. They are known
for attacking t.he face.

Teaching assistant bites
seven-year-old student
PHELPS. N.Y. (AP)- A substitUle teaching assistant was charged
with child endangerment for biting
an unruly 7-year-old pupil.
Marie Savoie-Leopold, 41, was
fired after the boy informed a
school secretary. She told district
officials she "nipped him on the
.shoulder" March 21 after he
refused to cooperate in class and
bit her on the wrist, said school
Superintendent Mike Ford.
A school nurse found bite marks
on the boy's shoulder but the skin
was not broken.
"It was a case where the child
has a few problems, but not.hing
that should cause a teacher to bite
him.'' Phelps police Ch1ef Ron
Nieskes said in Wednesday's
Rochester "Democrat and Chronicle."
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DUBAI, United Arab Emirates
(AP)- Governments and res1dents
in the Gulf region are sending
millions of dollars in aid to Palestinians in the face of continued
Israeli incursions into the West
Bank.
A telethon in the United Arab
Emirates on Tuesday night and
early Wednesday raised more
than $28 million, of which $19
million was donated by Dubai's
ruling family.
Saudi Arabia announced Tuesday that it had delivered $15.4
million to an Arab League fund to
support the Palestinian Authority
budget. Kuwait similarly delivered $7.5 million to t.he fund.
The Kuwrut News Agency
reported that a Kuwaiti women's
group had raised more than
$400,000 Tuesday for the Palestinian people.
The Saudi telet.hon is "in reaction to the tragic situation under
which our Palestinian brothers
live and is a continuation of the
popular support from Saudis and
foreign residents seeking to support the Jerusalem intefadeh,"
~d a statement by the Saudi
Council to Support the Jerusalem
lntefadeh, which is organizing the
telethon.

home."
Eight Israeli passengers and the
bomber were killed in Wednesday's blast in northern Israel.
Among the dead were four soldiers and Noa Shlomo. a niece of
Israel's ambassador to the United
Nations. Fourteen people were
wounded.

Woman pleads guilty
to injecting grandson
SUMMERSIDE
Prince
Edward Island (AP) - A woman
who injected insulin in her 17monlb-old grandson. nearly
killing the non-diabetic child,
pleaded guilty Wednesday to
aggravated assault.
Darlene Eva Gallant. 41, faces
up to 14 years in prison when she
is sentenced on May 27.
Gallant said nothing during the
brief court hearing in wh1ch the
guilty plea was announced. She
glanced once at her daughter, the
baby's mother, but otherwise
walked in and out wit.h her head
down and hand.s .shielding her
face.
"She is extremely remorseful,"
defense lawyer Trish Cheverie
said afterward. Although Gallant
was found lit to stand trial, Cheverie said her client was depressed
at the time of the crime.

Russians accuse CIA
Suicide bomb shatters of acquiring secrets
MOSCOW (AP) -The Russbus In Israel, kills nine
HAIFA, Israel (AP) -After a
few days' home leave, Gal
Marom had just started the trip
back to his reserve unit in the
West Bank when a suicide bombing threw him from his seat on
bus No. 960.
"I came through a month and a
half of fighting in Ramallah
un!>cathed and then this happened," the 20-year-old tank driver said quietly at a Haifa hospital
where cuts on his chest were
treated. "I never thought this
would happen to me so close to

ian successor to t.he KGB on
Wednesday accused the CIA of
trying to acquire military secrets,
allegations t.hat include such traditional spy tmdecraft a~ invisible ink, secret drop point~ and
mind-altering drugs.
Russian television made its
usual contribution to such espionage scandals, showing grainy
footage provided by security services.
Mark Mansfield, spokesman
for t.he Langley. Va.-based CIA,
declined to comment Wednes-

day. Agency officials routinely
decline to discuss foreign allegations of U.S. espionage.
Despite t.he end of the Cold
War, experts say the spy business is alive and well between
Russia and the United States and
that both sides have a healthy
interest in trying to predict t.he
other's next moves even if
they're now allies.

Gennans delay anns
deliveries to Israel
BERLIN (AP) - Germany·is
holding up arms deliveries to
Israel, an official said Wednesday. but the govemment would
not say whether it has imposed a
de facto embargo on weapons
sales to Israel because of the spiraling violence in the Middle
East.
An application for t.he sale of
tank parts has reached the government's Security Council,
which has t.he final word on
weapons exports. but there wa~
no date set for taking a decision
on it. the official said on condition of anonymity.
Government
spokesman
Charima Reinhardt refused to
comment Wednesday on a report
in the "Berliner Zeitung" newspaper that the export.' had been
blocked. saying that the council's deliberations were confidential.
Germany's center-left government has strict guidelines intended to prevent arms deliverie!> to
"crisis regions," but t.hese have
not prevented past deliveries to
h.rael. Germany ha'i been a close
ally of Israel, in pan because of
its Nazi past.
The Security Council is made
up of Chancellor Gerhard
Schroeder and key ministers.
including the ministers of
defense, foreign affairs and t.he
economy.

World Briefly is compiled by Tim
Siniard, sraff wrirer.
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Winslow achieves variety
Our View
Issue:
W INSLOW
D INING H ALL
CONTINUES TO

T

K

Are music lyrics today
too vulgar and
explicit?
"No, because
the artist has
the freedom
of speech to
express him
or herself."

MAKE CHANGES
IN MENU
SELECTIONS TO
PLEASE STUDENTS.

. POSITION:
IF STUDENTS
WISH FOR THESE
CHANGES TO
CONTINUE, THEY
MUST MAKE
EFFORTS TO
THANK THE
DINING STAFF
AND INFORM
THEM OF THEIR
LIKES AND
DISLIKES.

f REDEIUCK TAAVIS

sophcmcxe. PariJCah

"Yes. but that
is what our
generation
wants in a

CD."
W HITNEY B RADLEY
• freshman, Steele, Mo.

"Yes. because
I don't think
bad language
is a good
idea."
PRINCE KAaAA
sefiiOf,

Na

"Yes. Some
lyrics are
acceptable, but
there are many
I wou ldn't say
in mixed
company."

~

ANDY SHABAAN
fr&shman. ClarkSVIlle. Tenn
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Chicken Caesar salads. BLT
pitas. Enchilada casseroles.
The fare at Wins low Dining
Hall is changing. and students
with' meal plans are cheering.
Major attention was given to
Winslow's lack of menu variety through commentaries and
letters to the editor earlier this
semester, and the dining hall
staff's immediate receptiveness to student concerns and
comments was a pleasant surprise.
But the staff's increased
efforts to provide new and better food was not just a hurried
response to appease students
followed by a return to the old
routine.
Rather, Winslow workers
have continued to offer more
condiment options,
new
recipes, new variations on
common selections and more
"feature" meals. ·
The new salad dressings
have kept their places on the
condiment table, and Winslow
manager Linda Hollingsworth
said a new creamy vinaigrette
is on the way.
Plain grilled chicken breasts
were replaced with a honey
dijon chicken recipe Monday
night. and for the first time in a
long time, Tuesday evening's
meal consisted of something
other than Italian food (devout
spaghetti eaters need not
worry, they can get their Italian food fix Sunday night
instead).
Hollingsworth has been
encouraging the chefs to prepare new mixed salads and
international foods. In addition. the dining hall has experimented with new french fries
such as ''twister fries" and
"black pepper swirl fries."
Hollingsworth said the din-

I'M NOT TOO
WHAT TtUS l S 'BUT wE
NEEt> To MA\(E IT

LOOK C\HNESE.

~

l

\

~ - --ing hall is trying to incorporate
at least one "feature" meal per
week. Thursday's Asian inspired lunch menu and next
week's Greek lunch on April
17 show that Winslow workers
are trying hard to respond to
student suggestions and stretch
their culinary abilities.
In addition, Hollings"Yorth
also is planning to offer a ~elf-

serve chili-and-cheese nacho
station on Saturday nights to
make the weekend selections
more inviting.
Students must remember
their comments are taken into
consideration.
If you like an entree, tell a
staff member. If you do not
like an entree, tell a staff member. It is only through student

input that the food at Winslow
will continue to improve and
change.
The
second
menu
review/planning committee
meeting will take place in
Winslow at 4 p.m Wednesday.
Al1 interested students are
invited to attend and voice
their opinions on current and
future menu items.

• YourOpinion
difference between our trips, however. is
lhat our experiences at Ground Zero were
completely different.
True, it is not possible to see the clean-up
To the Editor:
proce.s~ because of trailers and blc)(;kades
tam writing in response to lhe March 14 around the block. There could be a variety
article regarding the recem homosexuality of different reasons for this, but none of
and Christianity forum.
them are to make the visitor~ pay to see it.
The article needed to better show that
IL is evident the writer did not take the
there is a difference between reporting a time to go and investigate lhc so-called
belief and reporting a fact.
''cost" of the tickets for the ob~ervation
The writer. Severo Avila. said the discus· deck. If she had . ..,he would have found that
<:ion was to "enlighten students about com· the ltckets were betng handed out in tamed
mon myths and rni~conceptions regarding increments and were free.
homosexuality and Christianity," but did
The tickets were only being used to keep
not indicate that they are myths and mis- n time limit and help accommodate the large
conceptions only to those who believe them numbers that wanted to see the wreckage.
to be such.
Tour guide~ like mine were warning oth·
The Rev. Lillian R. Ferguson did not ers you were being scammed if someone
claim to be a scientist or mathematician cor- asked you to pay for one. There was ulso a
recting inaccurate theorems; she came as a place to drop donations, however, you did
theologian with opinions, beliefs and inter- not have to do so in order to get a ticket.
pretations.
I enjoyed my trip to ''The Big Apple" and
In addition, Avila implied through his in doing so was able to help suppon not
writing that the members of Murray Chri~t only the city, but also our country';, incred·
ian Fellowship came only to argue. ible strength to fight back against terrorism.
Although the group did not agree with ferI recommend everyone visit the city and
guson's view~. I am :;ure they did not come the site, and rest a~sured, the people of New
as rabble rousers.
York City are not trying to exploit our counOverall. the story had a small leak of try's tragedy.
opinion running through it.
My advice to the writer is t\l investigate
It's not 1he end of the world. but conserv· something before she rakes the rime w bash
ative Christian~ arc d i ~respected and it.
ridiculed enough on this campus without the
newspaper jumping in with subtle jabs in Laum Culver
the news section.
junior
Thank you for an opponunity to reply.
Greenville. S.C.

'Homosexuality and Christianity'
forum story not objective enough

Becly Lile
graduate student
Murray

Hypocritical religious article
shows writer's close·mindedness

Viewing World Trade Center site
does not require fee or donation

To the Editor:
Religious intolerance between three of
the world's major religions, Judaism. Christianity and J,Jam, is something I have
noticed over the past few years.
However. Judaism is not intolerant
toward the other two religions. It is the other
two religions (c:;pecially lslam) that are
intolerant toward Judaism and each other.
The main point of this submission deals
with the "Moral non·Chrbtians will not
enter ht.'aven" commentary by Adam Math·

To the Editor:
In the March 29 issue of "The Murray
State News." the commentary ··world
Trade Center charges visitors" left me feeling angry, to say the least.
Like the writer. I al'\o vbited New York
City with a friend over Spring Break. I also
visited the World Trade Center. The main

is in the March 14 is~ue of "The Murray
State News."
The ~ommentary bal>ically condemns all
non-Christians (moral as well as immoral)
to hell. What the anicle also o;ays more sub·
tly is chat the majority of the world's populations are going to hell simply because they
are not Christian.
The commentary also mistakenly implies
that religious pluralism labels dedicated
Christians as bigots.
Religious pluralism ~imply means that all
religions are accepted as right to those who
practice lhem and other religious people
should respect every follower's right to
believe this way, even if they think the others are wrong.
The commentary is also hypocritical.
Mathis claims the true example of good (by
a religion's standards) differs completely
from society's standard of good.
While there may be differences between
"societal good" and "religious good." most
of society's standards of good are actually
derived from a religion's ~tandards of good.
While everyone is entitled to his or her
own opinion. Mathis is too close-minded.
After all. when your beliefs are based on
your faith alone, who says your beliefs are
any better thun anyone else's?
Each of the world's religions is based on
its followers' faith, so what right does one
person of one religion have ro condemn any
other religion'?
If there is ever going to be peace between
all the world's religions, we need to be
open-minded to what all religious people
have to say about their beliefs. and they
need to do the sume for us.

very offended. I am honestly questioning
whether or not she visited the city since
much of what she said was distoned.
Being from Long Island. I frequently go
back to visit my family, which is what I did
over Spring Break.
While in the city, going to the World
Trude Center was No. I on my I i~t of things
to do. Before going on the trip. I did a little
thing called research about where to get
tickets for the platform.
The Web site www.southstreetseaport.org
informs visitors that tickets are free. the
onl) catch being you have to wail in line to
get a::.signed times.
The o;ite .o;ays. "tickelS will be available
from the South Street Seaport Museum':;
ticket boolh at Fulton and South streets on
Pier 16 at no charge.''
I don't know where the writer got the idea
the site was charging for tickets. The reason
you can't see anything from the street in
front of the site is because workers are dig·
ging about fi\'e stories below the ground
(which I know because l waited in line for
the free tickets) and have everything
blocked oiT. The city has done thi' for the
safety of the people.
The reason the site has tickets i~ to regulate how many people are on the platform
and to' "prevent unnecessary line -up~ and
crowding.''
Maybe before the writer starts bashing
somelhing, she ~hould get the facts straight
or consider writing for the "National
Enquirer."
Joyce Day
senior
Belleville. Ill.

Daniel Garfinkel
freshman
Murray

Commentator must do research
before presenting infonnation
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the "World
Tr.u.Je Center charges visitors'' commentary
in the March .29 issue of 'The Murray State
News."
When I read Erin Richards' article. I was

......

-

Write to us
''The Murray State News" welcomes commenlaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer and must be
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, cla.o;sification, title or relationship to the Univer:;ity.
"The Mumy State News" reserveli the right
to edit for style, length and content.
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College often taken for granted
In My

Opinion

ZACHARY
KoNKOL

I've got a problem. After four years and two
colleges, I still have no idea what I'm going to do
with myself.
Next fall, as I take on my next-to-last semester
here, I'll also be faced with the monumental task
of choosing and applying to grad schools (that
B.A. in creative writing just doesn't go very far).
My problem is I'm interested in too many
things. Almost every course I've taken has
prompted excursions into a variety of disciplines.
most of which have nothing to do with creative
writing. Anthropology, theater. philosophy. art,
journalism, music, earth science, languages and
linguistics - I dabble in everything.
And once I leave the sacred realm of undergrad
education behind me, whatever program I get
accepted to will inevitably want me to stick with
one discipline and choose some direction in life.
I've narrowed it down to three, but I'm not
happy about it. If I had things my way, which I
obviously do not. I'd hang around colleges the
re:.t of my life just taking classes and writing
poems.

Church uses
tragedy to
solicit funds
In My

Opinion

KRISTA
MATHENY
"TEARING OUT
THAT PICTURE OF
THE ARIPLANE
FILLED WITH OUR
FELLOW CITIZENS
COLLIDING WITH
THE

WoRLD

T RADE CENTER
AND PASTING IT
ON A PAMPHLET
IN THE HOPES OF
GAINING
ANOTHER PENNY
IN THE
DONATIONS BIN
IS WRONG."

I found God at work the other day. It
wasn't in a rock or tree or even a rousing
sermon from Brother Jim, or Bob, or
whatever he goes by now.
No, it magically appeared on the
counter after a particularly bitchy cus·
tomer had just spent five minutes berating
his wife and me simultaneously. I'm surprised his head did not explode from the
multi-tasking.
Well. after this lovely exchange I
looked down and saw a pamphlet with a
picture of the World Trade Center. A fiery
caption reading "High Alert: Security
Risk" leapt out at me.
I don't know about the n:st of you, but
9/11 had a profound effect on the way I
look nt things . I still have a picture of Bin
Laden in a compromising position on my
dartboard. It's really fun when 1 need to
relieve studying stress and hit a bulls-eye.
To my surprise. upon opening this little
wonder, I was once again berated. but this
time it was by scripture.
Now, I don't have anything against the
Bible. I don't have anything against God.
I don't have nnything against hiding from
the Jehovah'~ Witnesses that knock on my
door at 9 a.m. (the la-;t one camped out for
two days).
I do have a problem with people trying
to scare or coerce me into religion. Sept.
1J was a day when we as Americans
found pride in our country and mourned
the thousands who died on that horrible
day. whether we knew them or nol
People prayed. People sacrificed chickens. lt didn' t matter: the point was that
they mourned. This pamphlet is on the
same level as the T-shirt manufacturer:.
who whipped out "Death to Bin Laden"
merchandise while the towers were still
crumbling.
Sure, I bet that made a boatload of cash,
and I'm sure the churches were once again
filled. Kudos to them. Tearing out that
picture of the a1rplane filled with our fellow citizens colliding with the World
Trade Center and pasting it on a pamphlet
in the hopes of gaining another penny in
the donations bin is just wrong.
I'm so irritated that I can't even come
up with another lame joke to follow that
one.
I know, the churches just want more
people joining the flock or herd or frenzied stampede. however way you want to
look at it, hut I thmk the real goal is to get
the one thing that made America great:
money.
This pamphlet even refers to Jesus as a
"bank account." It c;aid, "Abo, Jesus' perfect righteouo;ness can be credited to your
account so that God's standard of perfection is met on your behalf."
So if you give money to the church,
your soul will gain entry into heaven and
enjoy everlasting life. Is that what th1s is
saying?
This religious faction is trying to scare
you with a national tragedy and then trying to get you to pay them. I hope they
have luxury suites and vibrating beds in
heaven.
It isn't religion that's stupid. IL's people
that are stupid. They manipulate others to
get ,.,·hat they want in the name of God.
Maybe I should try thi' out 1f I end up
with a rare terminal d1sear,e. Before I hit
the big one. I'm going in walk into a
church. put a dollar in the coffer and sit in
a room and not do anything until I die.
Vibrating bed, here I come.

Krista Matheny is a junior creative writiug majarfrom Fairfield. Ohio

So what do you care? I suppose some kind of
point is in order. The thing is, the longer 1 stay in
college. the more ignorant I feel.
There is a plethom of stuff to learn out ihere,
and no matter how much I read and how many
classes I take. I'll never get past the tip of the iceberg. Every step I take on the educational ladder
reveals another staircase rising ahead of me. But I
try to make progress anyway.
My point is this: don't take what you're getting
in college for granted. I did, for a while, and wish
I could go back and get more out of the classes I
took my freshman year. For the four, five, six or
seven (or longer) years you're here, you can take
classes in just about any discipline you want, and
unlike reading at home (which I also recommend), you have a professor and other students to
·
push and help you.
Students come here for a variety of reasons, and
let's face it, the most common has a lot to do with
a great job and six-figure paycheck and little to do
with what we stick between our ears. And that's
OK. at first.

JACE RABE

But after three or four years. if you still feel that
way, perhaps it's time to consider why you're still
here. The function of a university is not to supply
corporations, businesses and other institutions
with bodies, it's to provide an environment for the
collection, questioning and distribution of knowledge.
Often, students enrolled in the same classes as
myself do what they have to do to get whatever
letter tbey need and then quit. Sometimes, I've
felt like the only person who cared for the material beyond final exams. And that's a lonely place
to be - one that shouldn't exist in higher education.
Whatever happened to the notion of the inquisitive mind, the questioning and challenging of our
educators and the sense of wonder our universe
can bring?
In all reality, there's not much I can say to
change how anybody feels about their time here.
If you want to expand yourself, you're going to,
and if you don't. then you probably won't
But don't just throw something away or take it

at face value becau.~e it doesn't grab you by the
throat and hold you at rapt attention the second
you look at it. The world is a fascinating place, as
is our species, and often times things are worth a
second look.
As for me. I'll most likely regret sounding like
a preacher in this commentary, make that horrible
decision looming ahead and move on to grad
school. Maybe some day I'll even get some defuting direction in my life, although I'll t.ry to hold
out as long a<> possible.
·I never got to take that class in dendrology, and
that kind of bothers me, but that d~n 't mean I
can't take one somewhere else at some other time
or read a book about it.
We can't stay here forever (student loans eventually do come to an end), but we can take advantage of the time we do have. And after that time is
over, life itself can continue to teach us. Give it a
chance. Peace.
Zachary Konkol is a copy editor for "The Murray
State New.r. "
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Media muSt be more cautious
In My

Opinion

ERIN

RICHARDS
" M ISTAKES
BECOME MUCH
MORE CRITICAL
WHEN YOUR
DUTY IS TO
PROVIDE THE
PUBLIC WITH
ACCURATE
INFORMATION.,

The word "oops" should never be heard
from ~the following three sources: your
hairdresser, mechanic and media provider.
There is no better way to receive rattlesnake-like reactions from people than to
accidentally cut a bald spot above their
ears. forget to set their car's parking brake
on the top of a hill or publish incorrect
information in a credible media source.
I can't speak for the clumsy barber or
the forgetful mechanic. but as for the
member of the media who, for the first
time, wrote fin;t and thought later. I'm the
guilty pany.
Unfortunately, there is also no better
way to learn a lesson than by actually
making a mistake and suffering the consequences.
t
When I visited New York City several
weeks ago and learned you had to obtain a
ticket before going onto the platform overlooking the World Trade Center site, I
automatically a:.~umed ''ticket" meant
.. fee."
Consumed by what I thought was a
good editorial topic (after all, the city
must be charging for the "tickets" or they
would have referred to them as "vouchers" or "time cards"), and too impatient
and disgusted to stand in line and ask how
much the "tickets" cost, I wrote a commentary in a fervor over what I thought
was a commercialized attempt to collect
rebuilding funds from tourists.
I jumped to conclusions. I did not :.ee
any reason why visitors should only be
able to view Ground Zero from a crowded
observation deck and not simply by walking arourtd the zoned·off area on foot.
Concealing the entire site from view
with trailers and tarp~ instead of j ust leav-

ing a .safe distance between the clean-up
efforts and onlookers at the street level
lead me to believe the city wanted to make
a profit by only allowing one avenue for
viewing the wreckage.
"'Assume' makes an 'ass' out of 'u' and
'mt. '"

The media has been criticized for leaping on stories and presenting incorrect
information, and I realize now that no
matter bow many topics I jump and
squawk: and holler about with plenty of
support behind my opinion, it only takes
one time of presenting incorrect information about an issue to lower my credibility.
Just like "The Chicago Daily Tribune"
staff during the 1948 presidential election.
I didn't do enough homework to make
sure I had all the facts straight.
Few can forget the picture of the triumphant Harry Truman holding up a
newspaper with the huge headline.
"Dewey defeats Truman.'' plastered
across the front page. "The Daily Tribune" staff thought they had it right and
wanted to scoop the other papers with the
story.
"Better safe than sorry."

About 50 year' later, similar confusion
among the med1a aro~e during the 2000
presidential race between George Bush
and AI Gore.
On election night, the televi!>ion network-. declared Gore had won the key
state of Florida, took it back, claimed it for
Bush, then finally placed it in the undecided column. Once again, the competitive nature of media coverage pushed for
immediate resultc;, and in tum, incorrect
information was released.

In my eagerness to inform the public, l
also presented incorrect material, which
serves as a reminder to make sure all
information is correct before sending it
out to a mass audience.
It is easy to forget sometimes that when
any staff member here sits down at his or
her computer, he or she is not writing for
a class of20 students or a professor's eyes
only. but rather, an audience that totals
somewhere around 7,700 reader'>. Mistakes become much more cdtical when
your duty is to provide the public with
accurate information.
"Think before you act."

After the amount of research I had conducted for previous commentaries. I am
sorry to c;ay I let my emotions run away
with me in the March 29 issue and wrote
about a topic of which I thought I had a
working knowledge.
In realizing my mistake. I was reminded
of the importance of my position as a
member of the media and that the position
comes with a responsibility for. investigating all sides of an issue before formulating
an opinion.
"We don'tjust have egg on our face: we
have an omelet," said Tom Brokaw after
the media kept changing its information
during the 2000 presidential election coverage.
My omelet is a lot smaller than theirs
wa~. but still results in the same consequence: Eat it.

Er.i11 Richards is the opinion editor for
''The Murray State News."
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On-line voting system similar to PIN
BY RUSTAM USMANOV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The next Student Government Association elections
may take place on the Web.
SGA and the infonnation
system department are currently at work on a new system that would enable students to vote online.
The system would have a
lot in common with the present Personal lnfonnation
Network system, Chief Information
Officer
Janice
Thomasson said.
Every student would be
assigned a personal identification number (PIN). During
the election p~riod. students
would bt! able to log on the
:;pedal Web site from their
horne computers, Thomasson
said. After that they would
regbter using their PINs and
vote.
"It is definitely easier for
student-; to vote in this man-

ner," SGA President Nikki
Key said.
The main problem that
SGA is concerned with is
making sure that no students
can break in and access the
infonnation or vote more than
once. Key said.
Thomasson said the !iafety
problem has been solved.
"We want to make sure we
have iron-dad security so that
each student votes only
once," Thomasson said.
Morgan said the University
was offered software needed
for online voting by two companies but did not accept
them due to the lack of safety
measures in the programs. •
The infonnation system
department was charged with
the designing of the software
instead.
Morehead State University
is the only school in our
region currently using an
online voting system. However, it did not increao;e voter

JanWlry of this year. Thomas::.on c;aid. Seven employee~
from the infonnation system
department are currently
working on this project, and a
pilot online election is
planned for the summer.
The new system will have
several common features with
the Pcrsonal lnfonnation Network, including safety measures.
"It's fairly new. but it's
great for SGA. especially
when you look at your lineups out there,'' Thomasson
said.
Morgan said SGA expects
a larger turnout of students
for voting owing to the convenience and accessibility of
the new system.
"We feel that this is for students· benefit." Morgan said.
"SGA's purpose is to serve
students, and we feel that that
would be a major service to
give them a more accessible
voice."

turnout, Key said.
The main goal of Murray
State· s new system is to
increase the number of voters.
During the recent election.
1.20 I students voted. That is
a decrea~e from la<it year's
numbers, which, according to
SGA coordinator Jeanie Morgan. totaled I J53 votes.
"As it is now, we only have
one location, and a lot of people do not like to go out of
their way to vote," Morgan
said.
Some'students have classes
only tw_ice a week, most of
them on Tuesday nights.
Morgan said. Consequently.
they would not be able to
vote. Due to this problem.
SGA decided to conduct the!
recent elections over two
days. Tuesday and Wednesday. to give sufticient voting
opportunities, Morgan said.
The infonnation system
department ha!> been working
on the new program since

•Timothy Barger. senior from Paducah who
was charged with criminal possession of a
destructive weapon in connectio n w ith a
March 3 incident in Franklin College. pleaded guilty to reduced charges in Calloway
County Distr ict Court Tuesday. Barger
received a sentence of 30 days in jail, with
only two to serve if he perfom1s 30 hours of
community service and is involved in no
criminal activity for two years. He was a lso
ordered to stay off the Franklin College propeny.
•Grant Gagnon, junior from Paducah who was
charged with criminal possession of a destructive weapon in connection with a March 3
incident in Franklin College, pleaded g uilty to
reduced chargl.!s tn Calloway County District
Court Tuesday. Gagnon received a sentence
of 30 days in jai l. with only two to serve if he
performs 30 hours of community sen·ice and
is involved in no criminal activity for two
years.
•Stuart Phillips. senior from Louisville who
was charged with criminal possession of a
destructive weapon in connection with a
March 3 incident in Franklin College, pleaded

guilty to reduced charges in Calloway County
District Court Tuesday. Phillips received a
sentence of 30 days in jail. with o nly two to
serve if he performs 30 hours of community
service and is involved in no criminal activity
for two years.
•Christopher Manin, freshman fro m Owensboro who was charged with criminal possession of a destructive device and three counts
of first-degree wanton endangerment in connection with u March I 0 incident at White
College. is scheduled to appear in district
court for a preliminary hearing April 16 at 10
a.m. He was released on a $2,500 surety bond.
•Jonathan Cardwell, sophomore fro m Central
City who was charged with second-degree
wanton endangerment in connection w ith a
March 5 incident. will appear in district court
for n pretrial conference April 30.
•Michael Gaston. sophomore from Central
City who was charged with two counts of second-degree wanton endangerment in connection with a March 5 incident, will appear in
district court for a pretrial conference April

30.

I

Run For Robbie

BREAST AUGMENTATION
DOESN'T HAVE To BE OBVIOUS.
dvances m breil!>t 1mplant technolog)' have

made breast augmentation an in<reasinglv
A
popuiM choice among women of 311 agl~ who
dl'Sire more attractive breasts. Breast implants
can give you immediate, notic~ablc, figure·
enhancing results- whethrr you want a new
''look•, or simply to regain a more youthful

breast shape and apptarance.

Dr. Boyd will work closely wllh you to help you
achieve the look you want, and 5clect th~ breast
impiJnts be.~t suited tu mdtch rour body type.
·The~c br\!ast implanll; are lilll'l with 5alt water
(saline) ~imilar to the fluid iound in our bodu.'S.

Join t he sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma as they raise
money for t heir philanthropy, the Robbie Page Memorial!
Run For Robbie is a SK run/ walk and everyone is
welcome. We hope to see you there!

Now you can have the confidl•ncc that comes
with knowm~ you look your very best.
Summer's couung, call today to schedule your
fn>e consultation.

When: April 20
Where: 1605 Miller Ave. (Tri Sigma House)
Time: 9 a.m.

elegant
gifts Jrom
around
the world

rora.

llwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

Open at 5pm

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tall

Wed thrn S un

Russell W. Boyd, M.D.

Every participant will receive a free T-Shirt, water, and snacks
after the race. There will be awards for the top three male and
female participants. Door prizes will be given after
the race (must be present to win).
Contact Ch1isuna S1mms for information: 762-3726 · camochlk3 11 aol.com

SURGICAL CONSUI :l~NTSOF PARIS

1004 Cornerstone Orin• • Paris • Tennessee

731.644.3211
Board Certified General Surgeon
Member of the American Society ol Cosmetic Breast Surgeons

Premier Mini Storage
All sizes available now!
Congratulations to our very own
Miss MSU, Hillary Spain,
and 1st Runner-Up, Wendy Davis.
Roses to all of our sisters in this year's pageant:
Hillary Spain, Wendy Davis, Jennifer Payne,
Meredith Vanderford, Stephanie Minix.
We are so proud of you all!

pha Love, your sisters of AOn

Located behind
Goody's in the
Shoppes of
Murray s hopping
center.

Indoor Climate Control
Students, why drag your stuff
honte and back again?
Store your car or motorcycle too!

OPEN MIC NIGHI

• April 12
• Winslow Commons
• Weather Permitting
• Rain Location: Winslow _(inside)
• Call SGA to get involved (reserve spot)

762-6957
•

..,........,.,... -

;ew:: ,.. -

Premier Mini Storage

,
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rates from $12 monthly
Controlled access
Video surveillance
Security alarmed
Pest control
Open 7 days a week

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

753-9600

U-Haul rentals
No security deposit
All units air-conditioned and heated
Month -to-month leasing
On-Site Manager
Boxes for sale

Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon!

Premier Mini Storage
644 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 270-753-9600
Fax: 270-753-9602

Y ')

FREE PADLOCK

(

when you move in!'
Pre mier Mini Storage
Goody' a In the 8hoppe1 of Murray
Call or come by today!
www.hlllsborocompanlee.com

~
,.- ..._ _
..,..
'
.....::__.,
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Panelists discuss capital punishment CPE chooses not to renew
BY TAYlOR MARIE EWING
AssisTANT News

EorroR

Students had the opportunity to
question death penalty advocates
and critics during Alpha Phi Sig·
rna's capital punishment panel disctl5.o;ion Tuesday.
The discussion. which took place
in the Curris Center small ballroom,
included six panelists and wa'l modemted by Tom Glover of the Kentucky Department of Public Advocacy.
The anti-death penalty panel
included Eileen Cano-Stanford, the
wife of a Kentucky death row
inmate, Father Patrick Delahanty of
the Kentucky Coalition Against the
Death Penalty and public defender
Scott West. Circuit Court Judge Bill
Cunningham. Lyon County Commonwealth Attorney G.L. Ovey und
Murray State ethics professor
Franklin Robinson argued in favor
of the death penalty.

Each panelist gave a two-minute
opening statement, and then stu·
dents were given the opportunity to
question them about capital punishment.
In her opening statement. CanoStanford called her husband a "perfect example" of what is wrong with
the death penalty. She said he was
arrested :u 17. beaten by the police
WJd drugged by the prison during his
trial.
Cano-Stanford said her husband
was afforded two public defenders
during his trial. She said he met with
one of the them once before the trial
and did not meet the second until the
trial began.
'1llere are some (public defenders) that just don't care." Cano-Stanford said. "And Kevin (her husband)
was unJucky enough to get one of
them."
Robmson said capital punishment
is the most humane punishment for
the criminal and the safest altema-

live for the community.
"[t's important to distinguish
between a private wrong and a public wrong," Robin1>on said. "When
we're talking about first -degree
murder, that's a crime against the
community.''
Delahanty said the death penalty
ha'> never been the public' s first
choice in Kentucky. He said various
polls have proven that in most cases
people prefer life imprisonment
over the death penalty.
Similarly. Delahanty said most
other countries also opt against the
death penalty,
" All other first-world nations no
longer use the death penalty,'' Delahanty said. ''Only four nations in the
world execute for juvenile crimes,
and we're one of them."
Cunningham said the death penalty should be an option for certain
crimes. but not many.
"I believe there are cenain crimes
for which the death penalty L'> the

only just sentence," Cunningham
said. "In my opinion, anything less
than the death penalty for Timothy
McVeigh would be a travesty."
West said he h opposed to the
death penalty because there are too
many discrepancies in the justice
system.
"(The death penalty) is a penalty
of the poor," West said. "Ninety percent of the people on death row cannot afford an attorney. The onJy way
we can guarantee an innocent person is not given the death penalty is
to give the death penalty to no one."
Ovey said he has been involved in
two death penalty cases. He said
!here are specific aggravating factors which detennine whether a
prosecutor will try for the death
penalty.
"As prosecutors, we try to do the
best we can," Ovey said "I take the
law as it is written and the facts that
are presented and try to do my job. [
want to be sure of what I do."

current president's contract
BY TIM SINIARD
STAFF WRITER

The Council on Postsecondary Education announced it has chosen not to
renew its contract with current president
Gordon Davies.
"On behalf of the Council on Postsecondary Education, I want to express our
sincere appreciation to Gordon Davies
for the vision and determination he has
brought to the work of postseconda"'
education reform," said council chairperson Charles Whitehead in a press
statement released April 2.
Whitehead said Sue Hodges Moore
will serve as interim president at the
conclusion of Davies' contract on June

16.
In a press release, Gov. Paul Patton
said, "We owe our profound gratitude to
Gorden Davies for his strong leadership

in the first critical stages of postsecondary reform in the Commonwealth.
His vision and commitment to the goals
of the reform were vital as we began the
implementation of what has been a challenging and difficult period of change ...
Student Government Association
President Nikki Key applauded the decision made by the council.
"I am glad that there will be a change
of leadership," Key said: "I think his
focus was much too centered on the
University of Kentucky and the University of Louisville and not enough on
regional universities."
Bob McGaughey. journalism professor, said he was aware of rumblings
concerning Davies' leadership.
Said McGaughey: "I don'tthink Governor Patton was happy with Davies' job
as president, so I'm not surprised that
the decision was made."

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
MSU- 10% OFF
Spring Gifts & New Scrapbook Supplies Arriving Daily
*Glass Beads *Quilted Keepers Bags
*Glass Bunnies *Journals and Much, Much More
FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

WALK-INS ONLY!

Come check out all these new goodies.
416 M

753-0859

Students
use .,. . . . .
balance at e
• concession stands.
-------

e

--

+tax
While supplies Last

salem

fao49/pa* (,ss off)

tt.l:!

off)

Your current Racer card.

The Brothers of Sigma Chi mould like
to invite the follorning ladies to our lllhite Rose Crush Dance.
Tuesday. April 16 at 10 p.m. at the Sigma Chi house.
Julie Janes
Maria Meadows
Emily Burroughs
Wllltney Burroughs
Renee Fiaschetti
Karly Grither
Charlotte Perry
Ashley McK.natt
Tina Andolina
Jaime Lee
Kim Morris
Toni Crum
Katie Wilson
Blair Carroll
Jenny Drake
Jenny Teasley
Jennifer Morton
Jessica Sims
Liz Wimsatt
Jamie Furfaro
Megan Tapp
Whitney Vincent
Julia Sholar
Kelly Heppner
Erica Hatch
Kaci Greer
Sara Stafford
Cassie Wells
Adrienne Paulus
Cassie Ayres

'

~

;::;;

Annie Walker
Megan Mueller
Molly Chaney .
Jenny Moss
Rachel Walker
Katrina James
Heidi Holmes
Shonna Swenny.:
Tara Liggett
Laura Book
EQjilee Norvell
Jackie Robertson
Jennifer Morris
Stephanie Mathis
Ashley Crooke
Kessa Hurt
Kristi Hettenhausen
Matta Barnard
Kyla DeHay
Lauren Friskel
Karen Stolt
Jackie Kortz
Mary Jamison
Jenny Hengehold
Elizabeth Skees

Bethany Boone
Tiffany Wilson
Karly Grither

Julie Hoffman

Ashley Givens
Johnna Stockdale
Joana Gibson
Erin Dutscke
Richa Hobbs
Whitney Bradley
Bethany Walker
Jennifer Ward
Brooke Royer
Kristen Becker
Jennifer Martin
Kendra Brown
Cassie Comacio
Ashley Medder
Rhiannon Mitchell
Earline Briscoe
Whitney Baer
Emily Brosius
Emily Dretz
Jill Stroup
Dana Hoffman
Kristen Watson
Amber Lorenzen
Nina Lowe
Rachel Alberter
Johannah Dueker
Jessica Sommers
Larissa Cook
Rebecca O'Daniel
Beth Buchanon

Jennifer Harris
Ashley Bile
Sarah Weaver
Abby Cronch
Abby Felix
Katie Kirby
Debbie Taylor
Ashley Weber
Marie Adams
J.J. F.averbach

Kaitlin Betz
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College Life
Campus prepares for invasion
COlLEGE LIFE EDITOR: EMilY BLACK

The Murray State News

AssiSTANT CoLlEGE LIFE EDfTOl: SCOTT GIBSON
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PHONE:

This Week
•friday
•FFA- FFA Field
Day, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
•Teacher
Career
Fair- 9 a.m. to I
p.m., Curris Center
Ballroom.
•Unplugged- MSU
Unplugged Open Mic
Night, 6 p.m .. outside
Winslow Dining Hall.
•Late Night Movie"The Princess Bride,"
10 p.m., Curris Center Theater. Free
admission.

• saturday
•Healthy Kids Day10 a.m. to 3 p.m .•
Carr Health Building.
Free admission.

•sunday
•Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
Christ
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m .•
Elizabeth
College
front lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m.. Murray Christian Felltowship house.

• monday
•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m .. Curris Center Barkley
Room.
•Adult ACT Workshop- 6 to 9 p.m. Participants must be
enrolled in ETS prior
to meeting.
•Murray Madness- 6
p.m.• outside Winslow
Dining Hall.

• tuHday
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•RecitalSenior
recital, 6:30 p.m.,
Perfonning Arts Hall.
Free admission.
•RecitalSenior
recital, 8 p.m.. Perfanning Arts Hall.
Free admission.

• wednesday
•SGA- Student Government Association
Senate meeting. 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room.
•Play- "Much Ado
About Nothing," 7
p.m .. Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Free
admis-;ion with Racercard. $10 general
admission.
•Bible Study- 7
p.m., Murray Christian Fellowship house.

• thursday
•MTV- Interactive
Music Expo. noon to
5 p.m.. Intramural
Complex. Free admission.
•MTV- Starsailor.
6:30 p.m.. RSEC
Concourse B. Free
admission.
•Play- "Much Ado
About Nothing." 7
p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Free
admission with Racercard. $10 general
admission.
•MTV
ConcertNickelback. Default
and Injected. 8 p.m..
RSEC. $15 for students. $20 general
admission.
•RecitalSenior
recital. 8 p.m.. Performing Arts HaU.
Free admission.

To post information
in the calendar phone
762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175.

BY K YSER LOUGH
STAff WRITER

The MTV Campus Invasion tour trucks
into Murray Thursday, bringing a full
entourage with it.
There are so many tour trucks for the MTV
Village setup that Mayor Freed Curd has
declared Waldrop Drive to be a one-way
street during the day.
"The street will be one-way from 6 a.m. to
midnight on the day of the concert," Student
Government Association Vice President Billy
Hansen said.
Waldrop Drive will only be available to

Spai~
BY EMILY BLACK
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Murray State has crowned a new
Miss MSU.
On April 6. judges picked from
15 female students competing for
the title of Miss MSU and decided
Hillary Spain, sophomore from
Hopkinsville. was Murray State's
"Pretty Woman."
"I'm very honored, "Spain said.
"It's still a big shock. I wasn't
expecting this at all."
Spain was nominated for the Miss
MSU scholarship pageant by the
Collegiate Future Farmers of
America.
Although the Miss MSU Scholar·
ship Pageant was her first pageant
experience. Spain said she was not
nervous at aU.
"(t wasn't bad as l thought it was
going to be," Spain said. ''I would
w;ually be nervous for ~omething
like that. but I actually wasn't during the pageant."
Spain is a member of the Collegiate FFA. Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority. Block and Bridal and
Alpha Lambda Delta Honors Society.
Contestants in Miss MSU were
judged on poise and communication skills during preliminary
rounds. The final five contestants
were then asked one last question
on stage.
A lthough judges in the past have
asked the final five contestants
questions that were a bit out of the
ordinary, Spain said this year's
questions were normal.
During her interview Spain was
asked, "If you had one million dolJars to give to anyone, who would
you give it to?"
Rebecca Francis. Miss MSU
coordinator. said she has been told

southbound traffic from Ky. 121 to Chestnut
Street.
"It will go in the direction of the Baptist
Student Union," Hansen e;aid. "You' II have to
take a left going out of the Residential College comple1t.:·
SGA Concert Chair Chad Price said the
traffic-flow decision was based on the
arrangement of roads intersecting Waldrop.
"The semis can't tum off of (Hwy.) 641 at
Hardee's, but the tum at Wal-mart was easier. so they can get to Waldrop easier." Price
said.
There is generally more traffic tlow in the
direction of Chestnut, Hansen said.

The tour trucks will be parked alongside
Waldrop Drive next to the Intramural Complex.
The tour will feature three stages, one
inside the Regional Special Events Center,
one outside RSEC at Concourse B and one at
the MTV Village.
"We know that Starsailor will be playing
on the :stage outside RSEC, but we won't
know who plays at the Village until the day
of the event," Hansen said.
So far, ticket sales for the Nickelback concert at RSEC have come out at a little below

3,000.
"The ticket count as of Monday night was

762-4480

9

roughly 2,700," Hansen said.
Hansen said he doesn't expect the concert
to sell out like the Nelly concert last month,
but is optim istic about ticket sales.
"My personal goal is 4,000 tickets,"
Hansen said. "There will probably be a large
amount of Ciay·of-show ticket sales."
Floor seats for the concert are sold out, but
there are still a few seats left in the lower section, Hansen said. Tickets for the concert are
$I 5 for students and $20 for the general public.
The MTV Village, a free event open to the
public, will be running from noon to 5 p.m. at
the Intramural Complex.

captures Miss MSU crown
the 2002 Miss MSU scholarship
pageant was the best Miss MSU in
memory.
"People re ally seemed to like the
sets and the opening number as
well," Francis said. ·~1 think all the
contestants had fun, and I know
they all looked beautiful and were
amazing up there."
Wendy Davis. junior from
Carlisle, was named first runnerup; Casey Jenkins, junior from
Clarksville, Tenn .. came in as second runner-up; Jenny Moss, sophomore from Dyer, Tenn .• was named
third
runner-up;
and
Sara
Williamson, junior from Lexington,
was named fourth runner-up. Kaci
Greer, junior from Murray, was
named Most Photogenic, and Whitney Burroughs, sophomore from
Owensboro, received the title of
Miss Congeniality.
Francis said this year's Miss
MSU pageant ran smoothly.
"Any time you try and put on a
show that involves that many people and details. you' re going to
have a few mishaps," Francis said.
"Luckily, I had a g reat crew. so any
of the mishaps were minor. and for
the most part I was the only one
who noticed them. I'd say it was a
huge success."
In addition to winning a $850
scholarship, a pla~ue and the Miss
MSU crown, Spain also will be
asked to participate in a variety of
campus and community events.
" I don't really know what all I'm
going to have to do yet." Spain
said. "I'm just waiting for everything to calm down a little fi rst and
then I'll start finding out what I
have to do."
The M iss MSU scholarship
pageant is an annual event sponsored by the Student Government
Association.

Photos by Karri Wurth and
Chandra Field

(above) Hillary Spain, sophomore from Hopkinsville, shows
off her Miss MSU 2002 crown.
(left) Kaci Greer, junior from
Morray, Wendy Davis, junior
from Carlisle, Jenny Moss,
sophomore from . Dyer, Tenn .•
and Whitney Burroughs, sophomore from Owensboro, take the
stage at the 2002 Miss MSU
Scholarship P,ageant on April 6
at Lovett Auditorium.

Murray Madness brings Hawaiian style to campus
BY K YSER LOUGH
STAFF WRITER

The sound of thunder will roar and flickering flames will leap in the area between
Winslow Dining Hall and Hart College as
students sip drinks and stand around watching the commotion.
This will be the scene Monday as Murray
Madness brings a small part of Hawaiian culture to Murray State.

T he Hawaiian-themed event will feature a
dance troupe called the Barefoot Hawaiians.
Tbe group specializes in the fire walk,
Samoan fire knife and the hula dance. lts
knife performance has placed in the finals of
the World Fire Knife Competitions.
"The thundering sounds of the Drums of
the Islands convey the feelings of the natjves
as the musicians perform on a range of
instruments,'' the troupe's Web site said.
Murray Madness will begin at 6 p.m. with

PROFESSOR HOBO
THE SELTZERS Am: HERE FOR A
CAMPUS TOUR. THEIR SON, JEANLUC, IS THINKIN6 OF MAJORIN6
IN ENeLISH.

other entertainment before the Barefoot
Hawaiians performs.
"We'll have a sound system set up and
Tiki huts with various non-alcoholic Hawaiian beverages," Student Government Association Vice President Billy Hansen said.
The Barefoot Hawaiians is scheduled to
take the stage at 8 p.m .• and Murray Madness
will continue until 10 p.m.
"It's a big luau with lots of food, drinks
and music," SGA Homecoming Chair Jen-

nifer King said.
Murray Madness provides an opportunity
for students to enjoy the spring weather
while watching a good show.
"It's warm outside; we want to get people
out and about," Hansen said.
The event is free to everyone. The Barefoot Hawaiians is under Class Act Performing Artists & Speakers. and its Web site can
be reached at www.class-act.com/lbarefoot.htm.

JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL
THIS IS FACU..TV HAU..
UMM, THIS IS WHERE AU.
THE FAaJLTV LIVE.

~----------------------~
THIS IS BLACKBURN SCIENCE--

YOU LEARN SCIENCE HERE. AND
THIS I S OAkLEY APPLIED
SCIENCE--THIS IS WHERE YOU 00
WHAT YOU LEARNED.
~--

THIS IS A CAT HANDING OUT
CI6ARETTES TO A VISITING
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

Get Out

10
TopFive

Clark holds cha

• music

•

1. Celioe Dion- "A New Day
Has Come"
playing the show for free. There also will be
BY MICHAEL DRIVER
2. Various Artists - "Now 9"
a raffle for prizes donated by several local
STAFF WRITER
3. Various Artists - "WWF:
companies.
Forceable Entry"
" It's mostly just free food and gift certifiThe Bashear Gym may never be this loud
4. R. Kelly and Jay-Z - "The again.
cates and stuff," Daniels said. "It's going to
Best of Both Worlds"
This Saturday, eight bands will play a be a dollar a ticket, and $5 will get you six
5. Various Artists - "0 Broth- charity
benefit show for the Make-A-Wish tickets."
er, Where Art Thou?" SoundProceeds from the raffle also will go to
Foundation.
track
Source: Associated Press

• movies
1. Panic Room
Starring Jodie Foster
2. High Cr imes
Starring Ashley Judd and Morgan Freeman
3. Ice Age
Featuring the voices of Denis
Leary and John Legizamo
4. The Rookie
Starrin~ Dennis Quaid
5. National Lampoon's Van
Wilder
Starring Ryan Reynolds and
Tara Reid
Source Associated Press

• books
1. Nora Roberts - "The Villa"
2. Tami Hoag - "Dust to Dust"
3. Stephen King - "Everything's Eventual"
4. J ohn G risham - 'The Summons"
5. Emma McLau ghlin and
· Nicola Kraus - "The Nanny
Diaries: A Novel"
Source: Associated Press

I 1: 1
Dome.
Octalux,
Afflicted,
Soulscrape, Wisdom, Kon'shens. Krakt and
Lappdog will each play a 45-minute set during the show, sponsored by Clark College.
that will run from 5 p.m. until I a.m. Sunday
with a 15-minute break between each band.
"Officer Jody Cash is the officer doing the
security so we can keep the gym open
longer," said Leah Daniels, sophomore from
ApoAe, N.Y.
Similar shows have been run the past two
years, but they were staged as competitions.
T his year, organizers opted for a different
concept to promote a charitable cause.
"We wanted to do something to benefit a
charitable organization," said Nolan Patton,
organizer and senior radio-television major
from Eddyville. "We decided that instead of
the battle-of-the-bands style, it'd be easier.
and it'd be a better show, if we j ust went
ahead and made it a regular benefit concert.
"The music ranges from heavy alternative
to a metal style. It's kind of a heavy range.''
Patton said.
All proceeds· from the door will go to the
Make-A-Wish Foundation, and the bands are
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show

BY EMILY BLACK

charity.
"We're going to have a stage on the east
side of the gym. and it' ll be mainly standingroom only," Patton said. "There' ll probably
be a couple of chairs near the back. We'll
also have a couple of tables for the bands to
sell their merchandise and a couple for concessions."
Patton said he is expecting a large crowd
since many of the bands plan on bringing
along their fan bases from outside Murray.
"Some of these bands have played a range
of places," Patton said."[ know Krakt played
at Erie, Penn., and Lappdog played everywhere from Los Angeles and the Whiskey AGo-Go to CBGBs in New York. It' ll be a ·
good thing for people to hear some of these
bands that' 11 hopefully be on the up-andcoming."
Daniels agreed.
"All the bands have donated their time,"
Rob Brown/The News
Daniels said. "1 encourage people to come;
Clark
CoUege
wlU
host
a concert featurit's going to be a really good show."
ing
different
local
bands
to support the
Tickets are available from 10 a.m. until 4
p.m. Friday at the Curris Center for $5 and Make-A-Wish Foundation in the Bashear
are $ 8 at the door.
Gym at S p.m. on Sunday.

Students from universities
across the South will stomp their
way into Murray Saturday night
when Phi Beta Sigma holds the
www.mp3.com
Sigma Spring All-Star Stompfest
Check out this Web site to on campus.
legally download the latest
The Stompfest will begin at
music from up-and-coming
6:
14 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
bands from around the nation.
Doors wiJl open at 5: 14p.m.
"All of our events are starting
at 14 after the hour to celebrate
the founding date of our fraterni-

ty," said Stephon Gardner, senior
from Radcliff. ''Our fraternity
was fou nded in 19 14."
Gardner said this is the frrst
year Phi Beta Sigma has held
Stompfest, but it already plans to
make it an annual event.
In addition to the groups from
Murray State, Gardner said
groups from the University of
Arkansas Little-Rock, University of Miami (Ohio), University
of Memphis. Vanderbilt University and University of Kentucky
will perform at Stompfest.

" I networked a lot," Gardner
said . " I traveled a lot. I invited
43 chapters to the event. There
were other groups that wanted to
join, but we didn't want to have
the show be that long."
Gardner said Stompfest is a
competition among teams with
fraternities competing agai nst
f raternities and sororities competing agai nst sororities. T his
year's winner will receive a trophy, but Gardner said Phi Beta
S igma hopes to offer a cash prize
next year.

Road Trip
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tjred heap in your
dorm room. Don' t let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town

Lovett hosts All-Star Stompfest
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

•web site of the week

The Hurray State News

Gardner said all proceeds from
Stompfest will be donated to the
American Cancer Society.
Tickets will be $8 at the door.
$6 in advance and $5 in advance
for Greek students. Gardner said
tickets can be bought in advance
from any Phi Beta Sigma member.
"You can get tickets from any
of us." Gardner said. "This is Phi
Beta Sigma week, so we'll all be
out wearing our T -shirts. h
should be easy for people to get
tickets."

Fifteenth & Olive - If you
have to stay in Murray, then
head over to Fifteenth &
Olive and check out the Zig
Zag Be nefit Concert at 9:30
p.m. Saturday.

•1 hour drive
Paducah - Head downtown
and check out Market House
Theatre's latest production,
"Jerry Fi nnegan's Sister," at
7:30 tonight and Saturday and
2:30 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets
are $ 10, $ 12 and $14.

• 2 hour drive
Nashville - Get "On the Road
Again" and check out Wjllie
Nelson with special guest Pat
Green at 8 tonight at the
Ryman Auditorium. Tickets
are $75.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
Atlanta - Drive down to
Atlanta and check om the upand-coming band Dashboard
Confess ional when it plays at
8 p.m. on Sunday at Earthlink
L1ve. Tickets are $ 13.50

Friday, April 12
1. Baha'i Student Assn.- sponsored diversity dinner @ 7:30 pm, 3rd ~oor
Curris Center.
2. ROCK CLIMBING TRIP to Ferne Clyfre State Pule, lprU 19-21; Cost $50. For
more information, contact Jim Baurer at 762-6984.
3. Mountain Biking Club, now forming. For more information, call Jim
Baurer @ 762-6984.
4. Late Night Movie - "The Princess Bride" 10 pm. Free admission, third
Door Curris Center.
5. Agriculture Field Day - sponsored by the Agriculture Department; 10 am;
free.
6. CHANNEL 99 - look for a listing of weekend activities 24 hours per day.
Channel 99 is only carried on campus.

Sunday, April 14

1. Baseball - 'Breds vs. Eastern Kentucky University; 12:00 @

Reagan Baseball Field.
2. Junior Jam - sponsored by School Relations; 12:00-4:30;
Curris Center Large Ballroom.
3. BatOe of the Bands - sponsored by Clark College; 5 pm,
Beshear Gym. $5 advance/$8 at the door. All proceeds
wW go to the Make-A-Wish Foundation.
_ _ _ _ _.. 4. Thailand New Year - sponsored by Thai Student Association;

1. Baseball - 'Breds vs. Eastern Kentucky University, 1 pm, Reagan Baseball

Field.
2. ROCK CLIMBING TRIP to Ferne Clyfre State Park, April 19-21; Cost $50. For
more information contact Jim Baurer @ 762-6984.
3. Mountain Biking Club now forming. For more information, call Jim Baurer
@ 76Z-6984.
4. CHANNEL 99 - look for a listing of weekend activities 24 hours per day.
Channel 99 is only carried on campus.
For information on weekend programs, call 762-5547 or check out the
SGA website and Racer Net.

Saturday, April 13

6-8pm; Sunset Strips.
5. Healthy Kids Day - sponsored by ~e Dept. Of Wellness and
Therapeutic Sciences; 10am-3pm; Carr Health BuDding.
•
Admission is free.
6. Sigma Stompfest - sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma; Lovett
Auditorium; &pm; $6 in advance/$8 at the door.
7. CHANNEL 99 - look for listing of weekend activities 24
hours per day. Channel 99 is only carried on campus.
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Default's 'Fal.lout' not 'Bum It Black' brings
waste of listener's time life to new rock scene
BYScoTT GIBSON

BY SCOTT GIBSON

ASSISTANT COLLEGE lJFE EDITOR

AssiSTANT COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

Many bands trying to make a name for themselves tum to
band'\ that have already made it big. Default is no different.
Discovered by Nickelback's Chad Kroeger. Default
proved early it has what it takes to make it big. After trying
to fmd a vocalist. the members of Default eventually turned
to long-time friend Dallas Smith, who previously had no
musical experience. They spent tirne playing and promoting
the band in Vancouver. but in the end they wanted to make
a bigger impression.
Since Kroeger wa-; no longer around (he was bw.y making big bucks fronting Nickelback),lhe band enthusiastically welcomed producer Rick Parashar(PearlJam's ..Ten'') to
the team.
The band's debut album, "The Fallout," is a riff-drhen,
straight-on rock album. With a :.ound similar to the band
that discovered them, Default plays with a nice po~t-grunge
attack. Smith's vocals lead the band with a wonderful magnitude of emotions. He definitely enjoys what he is doing.
With drummer Danny Craig pounding away effortlessly,
guitarist Jeremy Hom and bassi:,t Dave Benedict fusing
energy and feeling, it is obvious these art! four guys who
like to rock and roll.

Atlanta-based Injected's debut album, ''Bum H Black."
is a ray of hope for today' s music. ·
The entire album breathes life into the current rock
scene. Soundgarden. Alice in Chains. Metallica and Slayer are obvious influences in Injected's dynamic sound.
In the mid~t of the popular grunge-punk movement of
the mid ·90~. the friend~ who formed Injected decided to
go against the grain and forge a metal band. At times, the
band's sound reveals a softer side. while at othel' times it
can rock with the best of them.
"Bum It Black" was recorded in the same studio as
Metallica's "And Justice For All." Rich Costey (Rage
Against The Machine, Fiona Apple) mixed the album to
help bring out the ma~;sive, adrenaline-rushed sound of
the band.
The album opens with "When She Comes," a wonder·
ful blast of surging rhythm and guitar. The album is also
chock-full of lighter rock anthems like "Faithless" and
"Only HultS Awhile." The latter is about a friend's alcohol addiction. Hard-hitting "Bullet" is a harsh look at
recent school shootings.
The album is rich with melody and catchy metal-laden

Blake little

Default will be one of the bands performing on
MTV's Campus Invasion Tour on Apri118.
The infectious, hook-tilled "Wa~ting My Time" has had
a lot of radio play lately, which maKe!~ it the token sing-along song for the hand. Luckily, it is not the only song
worth listening to on the album.
The powerful "Faded" and Staind-like "Deny" are excellent examples of this band's talent and ability.
Default is a band that <.lands out among the newcomers
and will hopefully stay aruund long after the pop music falloul. Grade: A

1

Sean Murphy

Injected will open for Default and Nickelback
during the MTV Campus Invasion Tour.
songs. The band ha-; done a great job mixing the wildness
of youth and a bit of wholesome maturity within its
lyrics.
Vocalist Danny Grady adds to the band's mix by providing provocative vocals. By actually singing at times
instead of screaming into the microphone, Grady proves
himself a worthy vocalist.
"Bum It Black" is infectious and captures the thrill of
heavy rock !lt its best. Grade: A

Loans On Anything Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales
• Tntcks • Guns • Knives • TV's • Coins
Car Stereos • Musical Equipn1ent • Jewelry
Stan1ps • Baseball Cards • Antiques • VCR's

Hotne Stereos • Microwaves • Can1corders

Sporting Goods & Awards

Donn Refrigerators • Miscellaneous

713 S. 12 ST. MURRAY, KY 42071
Hours: 9:30a.m. - 7:30p .m.

We are expanding our business to better serve your needs.
1203 8 Chestnut St. • University Plaza (Next to Dan's &Quizno's)

• 753-8844.
Now taking orders for Honors Day

-!6~ MURRAY MADNESS!
• April 1S • 6 p.m.
· Winslow Commons
· Hawaiian Dancers
8 p.m.
· Free Hawaiian Food

Au. AMERICAN FooD. .

• Featuring:

JO'o oFf V.IJIH

The Barefoot Hawaiians

MSu S-ruDeNI ID

Murray, 801 Paramount Drive
Mayfield, 1210 Parts Road

Relax in Ha wa ii and be back to
class in one hour!

VIDEO GOLD

Yes. you'll think you're -.uddcnly on the Hawaiian hlands of Oahu , Maui, or Kawai
with your first visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage Center of l'vlurray.
The beautiful tropical -thcmed center is open with three certified thempi•as whose only
job b 10 give you the hcst massage. So, you will never have 10
be behind spa or beauty shop customers.

• THOUSANDS OF DVDs & VIDEO GAMES •
• RENT ANY 3 ITEMS FOR 2 DAYS FOR $7.95 •
• HUNDREDS OF VHS FOR SALE •
• BUY ANY 2 VHS AND GET ONE FOR FREE •
• WE SELL USED DVDs & GAMES •

'

To book your 15 minute, 30 minute, or one hour
(Best Value) massage, visit or call Shelia or
Margaret at 767-0045.

(B~hi~c::l

IWI!iiU

.... c=-rc::l~~~)

T~NNIN& !iiPEI:I~L

15 VISITS •••• · -·······························$30
1 MONTH UNLIMITED ••••••••••••••••••••• $30
25°/o DISCOUNT ON ALL LOTIONS
OPEN LATE 365 DAYS A YEAR TAN TIL' 9:30

759-4944

Past Lowe' s on .121 North at Countt)' Squnre • Murray
P . S . • Gift Cert i fi c ate s Availahlc

1206 CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY

NOW!

..

...
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To experience the true joy of leaving the clean-shaven ordinary world far behind, log on to mtv.com where you can
check out the dates for MTV's Campus Invasion 2K2 and register to win a JeeP. Liberty Sport of your very own.
Jeep 4x4s and MTV's Campus Invasion 2K2-the ultimate ways to experience the world of rock, in every sense of the word.

THERE'S ONLY ONE
No purchase necessary. Must be a residing U.S. cltizen 18 years of age or older and have an acttvo onltne account on or before 3/17/02 to enter. Contest ends 4/28/02.
Sweepstakes not open to employees and immedtate families of MTV Networks: V"tacom InternatiOnal, Inc~ CBS. Inc~ or affiliateO companieS ana subsidianes Of employees of DalmlerChrysler.
Votd tn Alaska and Hawati and wh('re~er proh1blted or restrictco by taw. For official rules, go to mtv.com. Jeep IS a rcg1stered trademark of OalmlerChrysler.

SPOitTS £o1To1t: JUSTIN McGill

"The Hurray State News
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AssiSTANT SPORTS EoiTOR: CHRIS JuNC

PHONE:

7 62-4481

Lack of notable
events yields
few good stories

Sundstens maintain bond

This was a tough week for me to assign
myself the sports commentary. It's not that
there isn't much going on in the sports
world. (' m just trying not to look redundant.
We've had columns about hockey and
ba<>eball in recent weeks. The- college basketball season is over. and l've already
written about the NBA once this year.
Once is enough for me. Football isn't into
full swing yet. either.
I'd write about NASCAR, but it's not a
sport. I've made this argument enough
already.
So. that leaves me with what? Major
League Soccer? Yeah, right. What 'a hotbed
of sports conversation that is in Kentucky.
much less Murray.
Maybe I'm looking in the wrong places.
I always try to devote my columns to
something currently happening in sports.
or something that may happen in the near
future . Maybe I should look to the past.
I could probably divulge some interesting stories I've accumulated in my time on
the sporrs staff of "The Murray State
News."
Problem is. I've only been here a little
more than a year. Nm too many notable
events have happened
Sports Talk to or around me in that
short amount of time.
The one that
stands out in my mind
right now occurred
about a month ago in
Chicago. I went there
cover
Murray
to
State's NCAA Tournament game against
Georgia (and it didn't
ruin my Spring Break.
for those of you who
remember the pending
disaster threatening
my life a month ago).
jUSTIN
The potential to
McGILL
walk out of the United
Center with months
"The poten- worth of commentary
tial to walk material was limitless .
I had the opponunity
out of the
to cover four games
United Cen- tliat lfay. one of which
was Creighton•s upset
ter with
win over Florida.
Problem was. it
months worh
took me two hours to
of commen- get from the interstate
tary material exit to the hotel. Needless to say. I needed a
was
nap before going to
limitless." the games.
I did manage to
get there in time to
cover the game preceding
MSU's
Southern
Illinois
against Texas Tech.
I arrived with
visions of Texas Tech
dismamling the Salukis and me asking
TTU Head Coach Bobby Knight what he
knew ahoul Murray State. That vision was
also haunted by the ·possibility of Knight
biting my head off an~ shoving a chair
down what was left of my body.
The former Indiana coach would never
get the chance. however. SIU pulled off
one of the mo:.t impressive upsets of the
tournament that night. leaving me with a
very small window of opportunity to grill
Knight about the late•a in hi~ recent earlyround exits.
That left me pining to see the Racers beat
Georgia and have the opportunity to
avenge an early-season loss to SIU and
advance to the Sweet 16. for the first time
in school history.
Alas. it was not meant to be.
The most interesting part of the evening
at the United Center came after the game. I
was walking to the interview room when I
walked by the newest addition to the list of
sports personalities I don't like too muchJim Harrick, Georgia's head coach.
1 sat behind Georgia's bench during the
game and had the chance to watch Harrick
throughout the game. I retained my respect
for him until the last minme of the game.
when it had become painfully obvious that
the Bulldogs would walk away with the
victory.
Rather than run the clock out, the Bulldogs decided to play a little streetball and
run up the '>Core on the Racers. A classy
coach would have pulled the rein ... on his
team. lnstend. Harrick allowed his players
to do whatever they wanted, and they made
the deficit much larger than the Racers
· deserved.
It was cool to watch the monitors on the
press table and watch myself on TV for
most of the game, but that's beside the
point. Rather ...illy. as well .
Anyway. that's my story. Out of a year
and a half of covering MS U .,ports, that's
the best story I can come up with .
Maybe it's better to stick to current
events.

Parents everywhere hope for the
day when their children will learn to
lhe with each other and have the
self-control to keep from str.lngling
one another. Parents hope their children can play a friendly game without Letting the sibling rivalry get out
of control. and parents hope their
children will be there for one anoth·
er in difficult times.
Ladies and gentlemen. meet hope.
Senior Alex Sundsten and fresh ·
man Freddy Sundsten hail from
Oslo. Norway, and are not only gifted athlete~. they're also brothers.
And in a ~hon time. they have made
their name~ known on both the tennis court and golf cou~e.
One would assume that these two
natural athletes would go head-to·
head in competition, but it is actually just the opposite.
"We·ve had our share of brawls
on the court through the years:· Alex
said. ''Now if we play, it's just lor
. ..
Iun.
The older Sundsten speaks the
truth. since these two brothers grew
up ju~l two years apan and have
never .stoppeJ being friends .
"We were the best of friends back
home before high school," Freddy
said.
Alex agreed.
·•we have always been good
friends." Ale.x said. ' 'But I think we
became better friends once we got

./u.Hin McGill is

Murmy Swte

.~port)

Nt•W.\ . •·

editor for "The

BY CHRIS JUNG
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Phil Jone~Guest

Murray State senior Alex Sundsten (left) and freshman Freddy Sundsten are making
names for themselves on the Racer golf and tennis teams.
here."
Alex and Freddy's trip to Murray
was actually noL a coincidence. One
trip to Orlando, Aa.. about live years
ago decided the fate of theie two
athletes.
"I came to Orlando for a tournament when I was 18 years old," Alex
said. '1"his was my first time in the
stales, tilld my golf pro, who was

also from Norway, had played at
Murray State and told me all about
it."
Freddy's case was virtually the

same.
..1 also played tennis in Orlando
and g01 a chance to ~t (Head

Coach Mel Pun:ell)," Freddy said.
"Obviously he knew my brother. so
he ao;ked me to come play, too."

Alex's career has jumped from
the courts to the golf cour.;e to the
courts and finally back to the course.
Originally he came to MSU for ten-

nis, but was not completely satisfied.
'"Tennis was great," Alex said.
''But I just needed something to fill
the extra time that I had."
Alex has been an asset to the
men·s golf team during the past sev-

eral seasons and shot consistent
scores in the mid-70s as u junior.
·Today. he Is just happy to be on the
course.
"I actually didn't realize that I hod
another year of eligibility left." Alex
said. "(Women\ Head Golf Goach
Velvet Milkman) waq 1he one that
brought it to my auention. So I
talked to (Head Golf Coach Eddie
Hunt) and he allowed me back on
the team."
Freddy also has made his marl: in
the tennis ranks and consistently
plays in the No. 2 singles as n freshman. He hopes to continue playing
after college.
''I would like to ~sibly play tennis after college," Freddy said. "It
just depend!> on if I improve.''
Alex has the same vision.
"I would probably try to pl~y as
an amateur back home.'' Afex said.
"I would like to gel back to the ~arne
level of golf that I used to be at."
Regardless of how the remainder
of their careers piny out. Alex and
Freddy have made the ndjustmentto
a new environment. and hoth continue to pursue business administration
degrees. Their close, brotherly relationship is inspirational, but does
consist ofS{]me friendly advice from
the wiser, older brother.
.., usually have to remmd him to
tone it down on the aggressiveness
nnd not to get so emotional," Alex
said.
Replied Freddy: "He's exactly
right."

Barry Johnson/Guest

Murray State finished third in the mixed varsity and novice eight "B" boat race Saturday during the Racer Regatta wUh a time of 9:23.70.

Rowing teams dominate
Racer Classic RegaHa
BY ERIN RICHARDS
OPINION EDITOR

Although windy condi·
tions and choppy water
made for a difficult lirst
race. it was smooth sailing
for Murray State's men ' s
and women's rowing team~
at the 2002 Racer Classic
Regatta.
Murray State played host
to Baylor University.
Xavier University, South·
em Methodist Univer~ity
and Wheaton College during its only home regatta
l~t weekend at Cherokee
Park in Aurora. The women' s crew swept the field in
the varsity fours. vnr ity
eights and novice fours.
while the men's team won
its varsity eight race and
placed third in the var-.ity
four race.
Despite lack of practice
. time, the women's varsity
four, with junior Sarah Barton a:-. coxswuin: junior
Sharlene Beckett In '>troke
seat; sophomore Ann.t
Grout: sophomore Elizabeth Skees: and :>ophomore
Lauren Heinl. in how scat.
cros,ed the tini'h line with
a time of 9:::!9.48.

..

"It was only the third
• time for the varsity four
tqgether," Head Coach
Jenny Hengehold ~aid as
she explained the problem
the team has faced lately
wilh too many port rowers.
··Skees only haJ one week
to team how to row starboard. and she did a really
good job of accommodat·
ing."
Grout ugreed that rowing
in front of Skees was .. perfectly fine," and said the
weather conditions created
a much more difficult situntinn to work with than
altered boat line-up...
..With the waves cra.,hing back nnd forth, the set
wa~n ' t really on, and we
ballled with the other boah
for the lead for a while,"
Grout :-.aid. '' But altogether,
it was cool to wtn on our
home \\ater-.."
The novice four-man
boat.
which
ancluJed
Nicole Bruntlt as ~·oxo.;wain,
Lcnscy Edwards. Candace
Wallace. Kristin Slater and
Rachel Brown. <~II fresh·
men. had a .strong race a'
well. and with a time of
9:37.40, wns the only enuy
among the other three

r m

--

novice boats to row the
2.000 meters in under I0
minutes.
"The weather was a lot
better by the time we
raced," Slater said. "When
we pulled away from the
ocher reams I didn't think
we could keep it up the
whole way. but everything
just fell into place. It was
awesome."
The men· c; team had been
focu!>ing on a strong eightman boat throughout winter
traming anJ was rewarded
with a finish time of 7:26,
more than two minutes
faster than the second-place
team from Ba) lor. The
... hell consisted of junior
coxswain Rena Baker with
sophomore John Robinson
in stroke seat. followed by
...ophomore Andy Kinee.
senior Kelly McDaniel,
junior Nate Underwood.
sophomore
Chris
McDaniel; junior Todd
Wilson, ~ophomore Andy
Besand and junior Kyle
Rickard in bow ~eat.
Although a minor collbion
with another team during
the race slowed the team
down. the men still pulkd
ahead to capture the lead.

-me

rt

-

B;my

John~on/Gu est

Murray State freshman Alicia Ray, sophomore Julie Potter, frc!ihmnn
Myriah Conaughty, freshman Kristin Slater and freshman Rachel
Brown row in the mixed varsity and novice eight ''A,, boat that finished
first Saturday during the Racer Regatta with a time of 8:59.90.
"We had a good start and
a good set. It was a nice
solid piece in comparison
to some of our practice!;,"
Baker said.
This year'.; regatta went
much more smoothly than
in previous years, a fact
Athletics Director E.W.
Dennison auributes to
incrensed support from the
athletic department and an
emphasis on organization.
The women's rowing
team offered u concession
and merchnndbe stand.
while athletic department
workers used a PA system
to keep fans updated on
race starts and result ....
Mu... k played between

announcements to help till offered free of charge. vism
downtime between iting crews were treated to
n complimentary lunch nnd
races.
"We're in the process of free Racer Classic T-shirts.
Univerl>ity Prestdent F.
making this the premier
spring event at this cam· King Alexander. who also
pus,"
Dennison said. came out to support the
"We're committed to mak- regatta nnd enjoy the suning Lhis crew a good. quali· shane. said rowang i~ one of
ty team and making this few athletic events associregatta an evem that draws ated with higher-level eduattention to this Universi- cntion and stresc;ed that
• improving the rowing proty."
Moving from a "revenue gram ul Murray Stnte tmd
approach" to a .. tirst-cluss promoting its home regatta
approach" was another CI)UJd give the Uni, ersity
change instigated by the "great visibility."
Said Denni~ o n : ''You
athletic department anJ
women's rowing team. ain' t seen nothing yet. Next
Unlike most other rcgallas year u's going to be even
where few things nre beuer." ·

Spotts
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SPoitUiht
iJWla A.radc,
~erry-Lea Glass
Nikola Aracic
d Kerry-Lea
[Glass are in this
week's Racer
pportLight.
Aradc, senior
on the men's ten·
nis team, won all
four of the match·
es in which he
participated in
last week in two
MSUwins.
Aradc won 7-5,
7-5 over Viktor
Loven of New
Orleans and 6-2,
6-4 over UT-Martin's Peter AUnutt
to make him 15-4
this year in No. 1
!Singles.
Glass, senior
from the women's
tennis team, won
two singles matches last week.
Gla.t;..-; beat Becky
Carlson 6-1, 6-2in
No. 2 singles at
Eastern Illinois

nnd Lindsay Hevera 6-1,6-1 in No.
1 singles to make
her 8-11 in singles
matches this year.

Fastfact
0nAprill4,
1969, the first
major leag\le
baseball game
"vas played in
Canada between
the Montreal
Expos and the St.

,..
..__
liMO I

'Breds outhit No. 9 Mississippi,
take loss In the 4-0 shutout
Regardless of outhitting their opponent. the
Murray State Thoroughbreds (10- 16) dropped
its contest against No. 9 Mississippi 4-0
Wednesday.
Senior righthander Mike Noonan threw six
innings and allowed only two hits and three
runs. but hit four Ole Miss batters in the process.
Junior left-bander Gordon Dugan and senior
closer Rick McCarty combined for two innings
in relief. allowing just one run on one hit
Junior center fielder Gamer Byars led the
'Breds, contributing two of MSU's six hits in
the loss.

MSU basketball gives out awards;
Bunline, VIdor take top honors
The men's basketball team commerated the
2001-02 season Saturday when it handed out
its annual end-of-the-year awards. MSU. which
ended Jl'i 19·13 season with a fU'St-round loss
to Georgia in the NCAA Tournament, handed
out II awards.
Senior guard Justin Burdine and sophomore
forward Cuthbert Victor shared the team's
award for most valuable player. Burdine ended
the year averaging 20.4 points per game while
teammate Victor finished with 11.7 points, 7.3
rebounds and 1.4 blocked shots per game.
• Burdine also picked up the Jeff Martin Senior
Award and fellow senior forward Rod Thomas
took home the Tom Moran Most Courageous
Award. Junior forward Antione Whelchel won
the Garrett B.:shear Defensive Award. junior
guard Kevin Paschel was the winner of the Bennie Purcell Ao;sist Award and newcomer junior
center James Singleton won the Dick Cunningham Rebound Award and the Field Goal Per-

OVC Baseball
Standings

Louis Cardinals.
After Canada's

Morehead State
SEMO
very f'irst seventhAustin Peay
inning stretch.

Murray State
rookie Coco
E.1stern Kentucky
Laboy doubled
Eastcm Illinois
j~ind scored to beat liT-Martin

the Cardinals 8-7.

Tennessee Tech

centage Award.
Victor took home the most awards. however
leaving with three pieces of hardware: the Athletic Director's Character Award. Most Steals
Award and MVP Award.

Along with his golf skills. Cox also sports a
3.75 GPA and is an accomplished scholar-athlete. In his young career. Cox has led Tilghman
to ·four state tournament appearances. one state
title and one state runner-up.

Florida high school star signs
letter of intent to play for MSU

Men's tennis wins one doubles
game; swept by Memphis 7-0

The men's basketball team continued its mission of adding more depth Wednesday by signing one of the top high schoolers in Florida.
Shawn Wither:;poon, a 6-foot-5 forward.
signed his national letter of inten£ to play for
MSU after narrowing his final choices down to
Miami, College of Charleston, Kentucky and
Murray State. Witherspoon scored 2.401 points
in his var.ity tenure and was awarded first team
all-state the last two years. As a senior. Witherspoon earned Florida's highest honor when he
was named Florida 6A Player of the Year.
In his final season. Witherspoon averaged
22.9 points, I 1.1 rebounds and led Oviedo High
to a 26-9 record and 97 total wins in his four
years. Witherspoon ha~ played in the North·
South All-Star Game and is scheduled to play
Saturday in the Florida-Georgia All-Star Game
in Orlando. Fla.

Men's golf signs Tilghman talent,
adds top state golfer to its roster
The Murray State men's golf team added
more talent to its roster Wednesday as Head
Coach Eddie Hunt signed Will Cox of Paducah.
Cox, senior at Paducah Tilghman High
School, is recognized as one of the top players in
Kentucky. He aho ha' l.'Ompeted in several
junior tournaments across the country. On the
junior·golf circuit. Cox wa.~ successful in placing in the Top Ten at Pine Hurst. N.C.. Dothan.
Ala., St. Louis and Phoenix.

OVC Baseball
Schedule
6-3

4-2
2-1
3-3
4-5

2-3
3-5
2-4

Apr. ll
t.lot.:m Kt'ntuc~y 0 Murroy SWt• (0~1). 12
noon
Tcn"""""'T<'Chlitl.lp!o<l!mb, I pm
Au.slin l'eayO E.,.tern llllnv11 (ott), I p.m
UT·M•rtln@ S~M~ tOll), 2 p m.

Racer Athletic
Schedule
Bas~ball

Saturday vs. !ld>tem Kt>ntuckv,
noon
Sunday vs. E.ash·m Kentucky, I
pm
\'VC'dnesday VII. Mt'mphb, 3 p.m.

Apr.l4

u>t•m l<erllucky 0 Muruy StAte, l p m
Au•M ray 0 ~'l•'fTI !1Unol1, I p m
UT· MorhiiO~EMO, I

pm

lJf"'('CmmbOI~-l•"<h. 2pm

The Murray State men's tennis team played
on Memphis' home court, and it showed with a
0-71oss.
MSU wa~ swept in all six singles matches and
was victorious in only one out of three doubles
matches. Senior Nikola Aracic lost to Ben Stapp
6-2, 6-4 in the No. I singles, and freshman Fred·
dy Sundsten fell to Joe Schmulian 6-4. 3-6. 108 in No. 2 :;ingles to set the pace for the Racers.
Junior Thiago Gondim, sophomore Alex
Hoyem. sophomore Zak Bahri and junior Mike
Schmidbauer all were victims of defeat.
Hoyem and Gondim teamed to win MSU's
only gan1e by beating Schmulian and Michael
Chamberlain in No. 2 doubles 8-4. Aracic and
Sund~ten were defeated in No. I doubles 8·6
while Schmidbaucr and Bahri fell in No. 3 doubles 8-4.

Aracic, tennis eam key point;
down New Orteans in Memphis
After stressing the importance of the doubles
point all year, the Murray State men's tennis
team grabbed the all important point and defeated New Orleans 4.3 Saturcby while playing its
final match in Memphis, Tenn.
Senior Nikola Aracic wa' victorious in No. I
singles over Viktor uwen 7-5. 7-5. and freshman Freddy Sundsten won in No. 2 singles 0-6,
6-3, 7-5 over Seb Locatelli. Sophomore AlelC
Hoyem won the only other liingles match for
MSU. defeating Abedin Shari 6-1.6-1 in No. 4
Men's Coli
Monc.Lty· TUlOS<I<~y@ St Loul!J Uruversity lnlt•rrollq;iJte, I'BA
Women'• Coif
Thursday·S.1turd.1y @ fKU l.11dy
C11lond Oas,i.:, TBA
Men·~ o1nd Women's Outdoor Track
5.llurday 0 Ark.lns.t> State Rt'lays,

lBA
M~n't Ttnnla
Monday@ Au•tin Peay, 2:30p.m.

Women's Tennis
Monday 0 OVC Champtonship,
TBA (in Nashville, Tenn.)

Men's and Wom•n'' Rowing
Sunday@ Wa>hington (Mo.), \'S.
Crt'1ghton (St. Louis. Mo.), ll!A

...

• IJpic t 7
singles.
Aracic and Sundsten paired up and beat UT-IIeltllll
Dumas and Locatelli 8-6 in No. I doubles, and
Hoyem and junior Thiago Gondim won the UNC ......... ll
deciding doubles match in No. 2 doubles 8-6 EJCU4
over Loven and Nickael Cbroun.

Women's tennis sweeps weekend
play; pick up two OVC victories
ln the thick of the Ohio VaJley Conference
race, the Murray State wo~n·s tennis team
took two key matcbes lao;t weekend by sweeping
both Eastern Kentucky and Eastern Illinois 6-0.
Against Eastern Kentucky, senior Kerry-Lea
Glass won the No. I singles 6-1 , 6-1 over Lindsay Hevera. Freshman Jaclyn Leeper beat Natalie Garcia 6-0. 6-1 in No. 2 singles, and senior
Maria Alonte defeated Andie Hill 7-6, 6-2 in
No.3 singles. On the bottom half, fre~hman Jennifer Ward won 6-2. 6-2 over Tami Williams in
No. 4 singles. Junior Cherty Graham beat
Rachel Long 6-1, 6-0 in No.5 singb. and junior
Annette Steen won No. 6 singleli 6-0. 6-0 over
Megan Perry.
Later in the day, MSU swept the · \ingles
matches again with junior Melissa Spencer lead·
ing the way with a 6-1, 6-2 victory over Becky
Brunner in No. I singles, and senior Kerry-Lea
Glac;s beat Becky Carlson 6-1.6-2 in No. 2 singles. Freshman Jaclyn Leeper won No. 3 singles
over Sarah Freeman 6-2, 6- 1. Senior Maria
Alonte beat YoviLa Widyadhama 7-6, 6.0 in No.
4 singles. and sophomore Annette Steen beat
Amber Lenfen 6-1,6-4. Junior Cheryl Graham
wa<: leading 2-1 over Kristi Martin before Martin retired to injury. giving MSU the sweep.
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Chris Jung is assistant sports editor for "The
Murrav. Stare News. "

Intramural Soccer
Schedule
Rer.id<'ntial Colleg..:
Men
Aprill6

Rt'g\.'nb v~ lll'~tcr, 6 p m.
I tart v~ . Franklin, 7 p.m.
Clark V!o . Elitabt>th. 8 p.m.
Rtehmond VII. White, 9 p.m.
Wom..:n
April 16

H<'14enb vs. Springer, 6 p .m.
H<!Stcr vs Hart, 7 p.m
Clark \ 'S. White, 8 p.m.

.

Gre~k

uague

Upec. . . 12

IISU3

IC..Two)

Fraternity
April 15

S•gma Cht vs. Pt Kappa Alpha, 6
pm.
Alph.1 SiKJ1'•' Ph1 ,.:;. The Dark, 7
p.m.
BSU vs. Alpha 1',1u Omega, 8 p m.
lambda Cht Alph.1 H . Sigm•• !'hl
Epsilon. 9 p m.
Sorority
April. 15
Alph" Omicruo PI vs. Sigm.t Sigma
Stgma. 6 p.m.
Alpha Gamma l)c;l14 Y11. Alpha
Sigma Alph.l, 7 p.m

SEM07
EKU4

IGuleOneJ
SEM02
EKU2
IGalntTwo)

Source: Workma,n

Puhllshing

Calloway Inn
Murray

Want to build your
resume with
real ·experience?

Now Under New Ownership
and Management

+++

The Murray State News is now

Lowest Weekly Rates Available +++

All Rooms $39+tax
Clean Rooms, HBO, Pool

- - -- -Coming Soon

hiring sales representatives for the
2002-~3

school year. If you are

hardworking, persistent and can
meet deadlines please apply at The
News office, 1st floor Wilson Hall.
All majors are accepted.
Salary + Commission

International Fine Dining

Also Coming Soon:
·Beer Garden and Loung·e
For Informat ion or Reservations
(270) 753-5986 or 800-808-0036

1202 S. 12th St.
Munay. KY 4207 1
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Men's tennis blanks UT-Martin 'Breds lose three to Lipscomb
matches open every year, and they just
refuse to schedule us. I think that favors
us, because we' re the ones that are
pumped up. We' re the defending
champs. and they have to take it from
us."
Wednesday, Senior Nikola Aracic
won his No. I singles match 6-3, 6-2
over Peter Allnutt. Aracic played his
final home match Thursday against
Eastern Illinois. Results were unavailable at press time. but Purcell said he
expected emotions to n10 high.
"It's going to be emotional, especially
for Nikola," Purcell said. "He's been a
great player for four years."
Freshman Freddy Sundsten defeated
Marten Tamla 7-5, 6-2 in the No. 2
match. Junior Thiago Gondim. who won
at No. 3 singles 6-3. 6-2 over Dewit
Stegmann, said the team is pleased with
its chances of repeating a., OVC cham·
pions.
''We're pretty pleased with the way
we're playing," Gondim said. ''The six
teams we' ve lost to are nationally
ranked. and four of them are in the top
I 0. and we played pretty good against
them."
Sophomore Alex Hoyem (6-1. 5-7, 61 over Gustavo Anzola), sophomore

BY JuSTIN McGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State mt:n' s tenni~ team
maintained its undefeated Ohio Valley
Conference record Wednesday by shutting out Tennessee-Manin. The Racers
(14-6 overall, 3-0 OVC) lost only two
sets to the Skyhawks, the team MSU
defeated for the OVC Tournament
Championship last season.
Murray State Head Coach Mel Purcell said the victory makes the conference tournament picture a little clearer.
"Tennessee Tech beat CUT-Martin) 61, and with us beating them 7-0. it kind
of looks like it's going to be Tech and
Murray State to battle it out in lhe tournament," Purcell said.
Murray State and ITU are not sched·
uled to play each other this year. The
teams are in different divisions in OVC
tennis, meaning they are not required to
play each other during the sea.•mn. MSU
is required to face Eastern Illinois,
Austin Peay, Tennessee State and UTMartin.
Purcell said he wants to play TTU. but
the feeling is not mutual.
"We don't play Tech because they
won' t schedule us," Purcell said. " I keep

Zak Bahri (6-4, 6-7, J0-8 over Luca..;
Tregamin) and junior Mike Schmidhauer (6·2. 6-4 over Jay Clark) won the
No. 4, No. 5 and No. 6 matches respectively.
Aracic and Sundsten teamed at No. I
doubles and defeated Allnutt and
Stegmann 8-5. Hoyem and Gondim won
8-3 in the No. 2 match over Tamla and
Anzola, and Bahri and Schmidbauer
defeated Clark and Tregansin 8- 1 in the
No. 3 match.
• Purcell ::;aid the team i:; ready mentally to defend its title and finish the season
undefeated.
"They' re as pumped as they' ve ever
been:· Purcell said. ··If they can' t get
pumped to defend the conference title, I
don' t know what else we could do."
Murray State concludes iL-; conference
schedule Monday at APSU and follows
that with a match at lhe University of
Tennessee. Purcell said UT had an open
date on its schedule and contacted him
about setting up a match, which he
believes will help MSU.
"It':. going to gi\'e us a great opportunity to play u top-20 school in the
nation," Purcell said. "h's only going to
help us play better in the conference
tournament, so I feel good about it.''

STAFF REPORT

Jenny Hahn/The News

Murray State senior shortstop Mike Voyles prepares to tum a double
play during the Thoroughbreds' 9-8 loss Sunday to Lipscomb.

The Murray State Thoroughbreds were swept in a
three-game series by Lipscomb last weekend. losing
by score~ of 14-6 and 12·3
Saturday in Nashville and
9-8 Sunday in Murray. The
losses drop MSU' s overall
record to 10-15.
Freshman infielder Alex.
Stewart collected three hi~
in the serb with two doubles. a run and an RBI.
" Even in lhe losses we
learned a lot during the
series," Stewart said. "We
know we have to <;tart playing smarter ba.,eball to get
ready for the OVC season."
The 'Breds lost the third
game after giving up two
runs in the ninth. Despite
the losses, the •Breds
excelled in the tield, commining only three errors.
Murray State returns
home this weekend to battle OVC-foe Eastern Kentucky.

•.

Classifieds
Sourt:c of t.ooi:wille 1-860-491·1001.
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ADS C:LUIL.\\'e lirully finr,hed the
lx>Ok! Thank' for •II your h:trd work !his
...-n.ntn Good tuck :ll DL'o(n<'t!

SALE

WOlff' TANI\ING REDS AFfORO.,Hlf!·
C".<.•nve ntc:nr T;tn AI Home . Paym~nl fwrn
S2"iilnn Frcce color L':lt.llng. C".:~lltO<Iay I·
Ho\l·IH.l· 130~. www.np.et,t.1n. m m

PL4.CE :t per-on.1l :1d In Th.: Murmy St.Ue
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I-IELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ID.
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Wai-Mart.
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Attend Summer
Sessions
May 7 .. June 4
and/or
June 6 - August 1
Call Kat at
(800) 432-Q963 to
(859) 257-3382
for class schedules.
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for the 2002·03 5Chool ~ar.
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additional \.Vord.
Bold Face Type:
$1 pet· line
Attention getter s
..,_''n.'l'_._. Sl
•\Tinimttm Churge $1

Classifleds Deadline is
3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due in advance.
CALL 762-44781

subleasing apt. at Murray
Place for a redUCed rate.
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Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting
applications for Officer Candidate Programs.
This includes Direct Commission,
ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program
and Office Candidate School.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College
Fund and the Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @
(502) 803-0966 to sch edule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING

Hair Studio
1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass, Murray

Takina Bomar • Angie Ladd
Patty Knott • Heather Burkeen

Walk-Ins Welcome!
MON - SAT

753-3688

•
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Strategic planning committee to review future goals

Hopkinsville:
President 'turns up heat'
on campus contractor
From Page 1
ted, and prepared for the safe
occupancy for the University,"
Yeatts said. "We've had full
administrative support in our decision, but sometimes doing the
right thing is not always the easiest
thing."
University President F. King
Alexander said the University has

The Hurray State News

"turned up the heat" on the company.
''I've called them personally io
make sure they understand our
concerns and that we're watching
them very closely," Alexander
said. " I think there are too many
people that are heavily reliant on
our service to Hopkinsville."

BY ADAM MATHIS
STAff W RITER

A strategic planning comminee
wao; formed to review, and possibly
alter, Murray State's goals and plans
for the future.
Strategic planning, an idea originally developed in the 1980s for
businesses, was later adopted by
other organizations, including universities. to further future development, said Sandra Jordan, strategic
planning committee co-chair and
dean of lhe College of Humanities
and Fine Arts.
"It (strategic planning) typically
involves changes..•. But it's really to
look at external and internal factors,"

Jordan said.
The strategic planning committee
will address issues such as lhe Murray State mission statement and the
characteristics of graduates, Jordan
said.
'The committee ha~ been charged
with making re~.:ommendations concerning establishing future options
and directions for the University,"
Jordan said.
To review, and possibly change.
Murray State's goals, the committee.
which is composed of students and
campus officials, will use survey,
unit (d¢partment) plans. college mission statements and committee
reports, Jordan said.
While the committee will incorpo-

rate people from every branch of
According to the strategic planMurray State. participation in the ning process packet, the committee is
committee is not required of anyone. charged with analyzing external
forces: student trendc;, budget enviJordan said.
"Higher education is founded upon ronment, political and higher educalhe principle of 'shared governance.' tion reform and competitors.
thus there is an anticipation that
'The external environment does
members of the University commu- play a significant role in lhe shaping
nity will want to participate. but ser- and the direction of the University,
vice is not mandatory," Jordan said.
but not at the expense of the internal
Jordan lhat participation will environment," said Tim TOdd, coinvolve committees from multiple chair and assistant provost.
campus departments.
Jordan said the committee's stud"Much of the initial work will be. ies and recommendation!l are contindone by committees and by multiple uous and ongoing in nn effort to prounits throughout the institution." Jor- vide for the University's future.
.
dan said. "They will be meeting fairSaid Jordan: "It gives us (Murray
ly frequently until their tasks are State) a way to uy to strategize about
our future."
compl~ted."
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Hours

10% discount off tannine Packaees,
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.

Mon. ·Thurs.
8

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

a.m.·l 0 P.m.
Ai. & Sat.

8

753-3333

a.m.· 9 P.m.

Ct~ll 753·o7oo

A Cut Above

All Hrvices free of charge

$8 Haircuts every Monday
for MSU Students!
Monday - Friday 8 am to 6 pm
Saturday I 0 ~m to 2 pm

767-0098
1617 H wy. 121 N.
Wa l k-ins Welcome

li2J Free Pregnancy
1i21

li2l

~

Test~

Information Ahout ALL Choices
Caring and Confidential Help

TheLifeBoase
1506

Chcstnul Street
www. LH ouse.org

..

Books & Coffee

r

of
RN GRADS

Now Serving frozen Coffee
and frappachinos
New Books 11 8 est Sellers"
Chai Tea Now Available
Whole Bean flavored Coffee
Magazines • Daily Newspapers
Espresso Bar and much more ...

Murray

M

When you :start your career at Norton Healthcare, you're on to a world of
opportunities. We have the best jobs for you right here in Kentucky, in your
community. There's no better place to explore your true potential, and here's why...

Service H ours M-F 7:30-5 : 00

Please call for

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
• A $10,000 Schol<~rshlp payment check*

• All Boards (Review dan, exam fee, Kentucky licensure) paid for by Norton
• A $200 gift certificate from Cardinal Uniforms
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
As the largest heaiUKare system fn Kffitucky, with seven hospitals throughout
the region, we can offer choices you can't find anywhere else.

Competitive Pricing
For all your car care needs

---- ;ltSU St.u~l!.nl. LJlsetJunt.s

NURTURING ATMOSPHERE
Our attP.ntion doesn't end with orientation. We're here
to support yoo throughout your career.
You 're on to something ~xc~ptional at Norton
Htalthcart. To Jet up a personal interview or tour
at any Norton Htalthcar~ hospital

(502) 629-4024
or toll-free at (800) 833-7975
Call Beverly Lee at

- ~ --

NORTON.
HEAl11iCARf.

Shuttle Service Available
An Affiliate of Parker Ford Lincoln Mercury

~.--~

- w....ton!Malthc••·-
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"With • commicmmt o1 20 month~ luU.t1me emplo)'".rll

M.exican Food,
Deli sandw-iches,
BBQ &. Full Bar
white chill · gumbo

soup
of the

'W:itlJHMdlC/:: Peel & Eat Shrimp

Day

seafood Gumbo
'U'hu:r.:Jil$1}7~

jambalaya

lF.nl uey~ Crawfish Etouffee
;!>~tur61W~

Red Beans & Rice

Mon.MTues. 11 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Wed.-Sat. 11 a.m.-12 a.m .

Open sunday 11 a.m.-a p.m.

3Jeed a fast luncb«t 'fry us!
Cj)ine 'Jn or c:earry Out
An MSU Tradition Since 1983
Private Dining Room Available
Corner of 10th & Arcadia· 759-8866

Features Include ...
•
•
•
•

4 b<'droom /4 bathroom
2 b<.'<lroom I 2 bathroom
lndi\'idual le~L.,C'$
Wash<.•r & dryer in each upt.
• Swimming pool
• Lighted tennis court
• Private hath in C'ach hE'droom
• High SJwed Jnt.~met
• Clubhouse with pool table, foosball, ping pong, slenm, 1'V
• [<'uJly fumished or unfurnisht~<l
• Fitnt-~s center
• FREE eable with IIBO
• F' R gJo~ water
• .:\1inutt's from campus
• 6 month leasL>s available for t br mut.s only. C'all for 1letnils.

